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Thesis Summary

Inspired by the author’s own interest in areas where the creative industries and environmental
sustainability meet, this MA thesis describes and examines how the food and beverage sector
in Bangkok has recently become much more involved in supporting environmental
sustainability through promoting craft-based manufacturers. To explore this phenomenon in
greater depth, a detailed case study was undertaken, namely, of Organic Supply, a Bangkok
café that is based on an environmentally friendly concept. The research question - How does
the craft-based manufacturer Organic Supply implement waste reduction initiatives and
demonstrate its local embeddedness in the food and beverage sector in Bangkok?” - was
devised and the research and responses to it provided the foundation for this MA thesis. Its
theoretical framework, however, was based on Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital
and the new petite bourgeoisie in Distinction (1986) but also shared Roland Barthes’s
approach to visual analysis when using semiotics in “Rhetoric of the Image”.
This thesis applied discourse analysis to Organic Supply’s textual and visual content
on Instagram but also used visual analysis as a way to discover the overall aesthetics of
Organic Supply’s images on its Instagram account. The results showed that Organic Supply
implements valid waste reduction initiatives and displays its local embeddedness qualities by
building a sense of community, introducing and reinforcing sustainable health-conscious
lifestyles and stylizing them in ways that are especially appealing to the new petite
bourgeoisie. These three interconnected actions were carried out at the café and are illustrated
using the images on Organic Supply’s Instagram account. These actions had their roots in the
qualities of craft-based manufacturing but also particularly benefitted from Organic Supply’s
own untrammelled organizational structure as well as from the traditional craft movement’s
own workshop model.
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Introduction

Creativity runs wild in the food and beverage sector today. Restaurants and cafés present
several interesting concepts, including beautiful food and drinks for customers to feast their
eyes and camera lenses on. Restaurants and cafés with altruistic concepts are particularly
notable. They have goals to support positive social causes, such as environmental
sustainability. Vegetarianism, veganism, zero-waste and organic concepts are some of the
most common themes among these restaurants and cafés. My interests lie in the microenterprises within this sector, micro-enterprises that can be studied as brain-children of craftbased manufacturers. Craft can be described as “a form of skilled labour that is qualitydriven, materially specific and motivated by internal as well as external rewards” (Banks
307). Therefore, craft-based manufacturing challenges mass production and strives to make
meaning through its endeavours. Chloe Fox Miller has done research on the contemporary
geographical aspects of craft-based manufacturing. She states that the geographies of craftbased

manufacturing

involve

new

workspaces,

local

embeddedness

and

spatial

agglomeration. The concept of local embeddedness is particularly interesting because it
focuses on small-scale production within a small region. It involves preserving local craft
knowledge, maintaining a local community, having “place-specific imagery” in craft
products and regional identity formation (Miller 5). Since the late 19th century, there have
been three waves of craft revival, which occurred at different times due to different social
circumstances (Miller 2). According to Miller, the third-wave revival of craft had its roots in
the Fordism crisis during the 1970s, which gave rise to other manufacturing models (2). This
contemporary wave of craft “also reflects a growing awareness of the environmental and
social costs of globalized industrial production” (Miller 2). I believe that craft-based
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manufacturing can be a positive movement to empower small businesses whose goals are to
work towards the betterment of the environment and society.
Bangkok, the densely populated capital of Thailand, houses over 71,207
establishments in its ever-booming food and beverage sector (Wongnai). This inspired me to
study the ways in which a business in this sector in Bangkok can contribute to the positive
social causes mentioned above. According to research by Wichai‑utcha and Chavalparit,
Thailand struggles with waste management issues, especially plastic (11). As one can
imagine, the growing food and beverage sector can also exacerbate this issue by using takeaway cups, plastic bags and other non-biodegradable packaging. Wichai‑utcha and
Chavalparit also reported that three kinds of plastic bags account for the highest proportion
among various types of plastic waste in the waste management system (13). This fact shows
how several sectors, including consumers, must urgently act on the issue. In fact, some
entrepreneurs and consumers are already doing it. In order to explore this phenomenon, I
selected Organic Supply as my case study. Opened in August 2015, this café with a health
concept is located on Nakniwat Road in the Ladprao district of Bangkok and is co-owned by
four entrepreneurs (Organic Supply; Chillpainai). It is most known for its fruit smoothies,
vegan bread and desserts (Wongnai). Other interesting products and services include a zerowaste style bulk bins zone that promotes shopping package free, a garage sale event and its
own reusable zero-waste merchandise (Organic Supply). In my view, this café is a suitable
case study because it represents a phenomenon concerning environmental sustainability and it
also provides an opportunity for complex and critical analysis. Therefore, my motivation is to
study this phenomenon for practical purposes and to examine the strengths and pitfalls of
businesses such as this one. The following research question will specifically determine the
scope of my study for this MA thesis: “How does the craft-based manufacturer Organic
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Supply implement waste reduction initiatives and demonstrate its local embeddedness in the
food and beverage sector in Bangkok?”
Business scholar Daniel Hjorth discusses desire and storytelling as crucial elements
that help one understand entrepreneurism. The notion of storytelling, namely the symbolic
values of a business for a certain audience, as discussed in Hjorth’s work, is crucial in
contemporary entrepreneurship (112). This is similar to Miller’s argument on the craft-based
practices’ desire for meaning and aesthetics within a community. Meanwhile, Michael Scott’s
research on the sociology of cultural production discusses micro-enterprises based on
Polanyi’s modes of economic integration, Bourdieu’s theory of capitals and the new petite
bourgeoisie (60). Scott demonstrates the two types of career strategies that apply to different
capitals: “cultural-capital oriented seeking to secure positions within established creative
industries, and economic-capital-orientated stylizing of ‘old’ petite bourgeoisie occupations
to access economic returns” (60). The latter typology demonstrates that “stylized” micro
enterprises have a position in the economics of the creative industries.
I would then like to argue why I see entrepreneurship in this field as “creative”, how
the creative industries are involved, and how I situate the topic in the realm of cultural
studies. Although the popular definition of the creative industries given by the United
Kingdom’s Department for Culture, Media and Sport has set boundaries for thirteen sectors
that do not include the food and beverage sector, I nevertheless believe that there is a room
for more complex interpretations of its symbolic meanings and cultural values (Hartley et
al.). Within the cultural industries’ approach, which intersects with the creative industries’
still taking a nuanced stand, David Hesmondhalgh uses the essential terms “symbolic
creativity” to refer to art and “symbol creators” to artists (6). From these terms, I see craftbased manufacturers in the field of food and beverage as symbol creators who make creative
choices, be it in the ingredients, the practice or the fusion of different cuisines. Svejenova et
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al. have already studied haute cuisine chefs as creative entrepreneurs within the food and
creative industries. Their work argues that haute cuisine can be considered a part of the
creative industries, as haute cuisine chefs create dishes with meanings and collaborate with
other creative industries, such as the beauty and publishing industries (Svejenova et al. 8).
Their clear argument is, as they put it:
The meal’s symbolic value is further enhanced by the use of industrial design for the
dishes and architecture and interior design for the space in which it is consumed.
Overall, its symbolic value is an outcome of engaging in creativity throughout all
stages and aspects of the culinary process and experience. Thus, haute cuisine is a
creative industry and chefs are creative entrepreneurs (4).
They reiterate the connection between chefs and symbolic creativity, in their words: “chefs
operate in the realm of the symbolic. Regardless of their inherent materiality, haute cuisine
meals are experiences enjoyed not so much for their functional value as for nourishment but
rather for their aesthetic, emotional and intellectual worth” (3). I agree with this statement,
especially the aesthetic, emotional and intellectual worth in haute cuisine meals and I think
this idea can be applied to other categories of food: it can be applied to the case study, even
though it does not serve haute cuisine meals. The above-mentioned examples of initiatives in
this sector similarly demonstrate that symbolic creativity can contribute to positive social
causes through aesthetic, emotional and intellectual worth.
One or more sectors of the creative industries are usually involved in various other
industries today. In the food and beverage sector, aesthetics and images can play an important
role because making food and drinks look appetizing is one of the factors that will attract
customers and make the business thrive. Thus, photography and videography constitute the
image-making sector in the creative industries and are massively involved. Nowadays, social
media is another channel that businesses in the food and beverage sector use to promote
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themselves. Popular social media sites, such as Facebook and especially the visual-based
Instagram, allow for still and moving images to be communicated to billions of users all over
the world. Therefore, in my view, part of the answer to the research question lies in Organic
Supply’s use of photography to present the visual aesthetic in its food, drinks and interior
decoration through Instagram.

Methodology

Discourse analysis and visual analysis are the two main methods that I plan to use in my
research. First of all, I plan to perform a discourse analysis on Organic Supply by using its
Instagram account as my source. According to Marianne Jørgensen and Louise J. Phillips,
discourse analysis involves the ways in which “our ways of talking” actively create and
challenge “our world, identities and social relations” (2). Jørgensen and Phillips see discourse
analysis as a useful method for research in the field of communication, culture and society
(2). Furthermore, discourse analysis “can be applied in analysis of many different social
domains, including organizations and institutions, and in exploration of the role of language
use in broad societal and cultural developments” (Jørgensen and Phillips 2). Thus, I believe
that this method is suitable for analysing Organic Supply’s content on its Instagram account.
Moreover, Jørgensen and Phillips precisely explain the connection between language and a
discourse analytical approach as follows:
Discourse analytical approaches take as their starting point the claim of structuralist
and poststructuralist linguistic philosophy, that our access to reality is always through
language. With language, we create representations of reality that are never mere
reflections of a pre-existing reality but contribute to constructing reality. That does
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not mean that reality itself does not exist. Meanings and representations are real.
Physical objects also exist, but they only gain meaning through discourse. (8)
I decided to analyse the texts on Organic Supply’s Instagram account because I see the
importance of how language helps to build reality and to understand the social world. I
speculate that this method will reveal the typology of the message that it aims to
communicate, how written texts can imply the intended target audience, which I believe will
eventually explain the rationale behind its creative choices of waste reduction initiatives and
local embeddedness.
Second, I will also perform a visual analysis on the still images that Organic Supply
published on its Instagram account from April 2018-March 2019. I chose this period of time
because I wanted it to be recent and to cover events that happened in the course of at least
one year, but I also had to keep it manageable within the timeframe set for writing this thesis.
It will provide a valuable insight into what Organic Supply does as a micro-enterprise and a
craft-based manufacturer in one year. Listed below are three main events that I want to
include.
1. Events that Organic Supply hosts and participates in: Organic Supply’s Nakniwat Yard
Sale is the most important event that I want to include.
2. Earth Day: Since Organic Supply encourages people to live a more sustainable lifestyle
through Instagram posts, I want to focus on what it posted on Earth Day.
My research aim is to include a total of 106 images from Organic Supply’s Instagram
account. These images will be divided into two groups. The first one comprising 51 images
demonstrate local embeddedness. In other words, they are images that capture other craftbased manufacturers’ products and events as well as the café’s ambience. The second group
of another 55 images demonstrates Organic Supply’s waste reduction initiatives. These
images show vegan food, beverages and other waste reduction initiatives.
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Excluded from this analysis are the following:
1. Images produced by Organic Supply’s customers and by other brands or partners.
2. Videos and GIF.
3. Texts-only and graphic illustration posts.
4. Posts that are intended to be viewed as one image. This type of Instagram post is excluded
because it jeopardizes the composition of each square image.
5. Images of non-vegan food
I will use the concept of mise-en-scène to analyse the images, because the
components of mise-en-scène can convey symbolic meanings that “can operate as part of the
narration”, according to Bordwell et al. (158). Although it is a term commonly used in
motion pictures and discussed in film studies, I nevertheless believe that mise-en-scène can
be applied to an analysis of still photography as well. After all, motion pictures are comprised
of multiple still images. Additionally, mise-en-scène helps us to immerse ourselves in the
story when we watch a film and to make it visually pleasing (Bordwell et al. 113, 158). Miseen-scène is comprised of setting and props, costume and make-up, lighting and staging
(movement and performance) (Bordwell et al. 115). However, I will only use some of the
components – setting and props and lighting – in my analysis of Organic Supply’s images on
Instagram. Since most of the subjects of the images are objects, components such as costume,
make-up, lighting and staging (movement and performance) are not applicable. Instead, I
decided to incorporate some aspects of cinematography into my visual analysis, namely
camera distance and depth of field, because they are more applicable to still-life photography.
These two components will help to identify what the photographer wants to highlight in an
image.
The first step in visual analysis is identifying the main subject, setting, prop, lighting,
camera distance and depth of field of each image. The main subject, setting and prop will be
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defined in keywords. For example, if an image’s main subject consists of three palm leaves in
a large glass vase, the keywords will be: green leaves, glass vase. I will then process the data
and count the keywords from all the images. After this step, I will identify what keywords,
camera distance and depth of field are most applied to the images and will interpret the result
as a whole. According to Joost Beuving and Geert de Vries, categorizing keywords can be
identified as “open coding”, where “[t]he naturalistic analyst starts sorting the units she has
distinguished in the material into meaningful categories and labeling these categories” (163).
Open coding is one of the steps in the arc of naturalistic inquiry, which is the process that
Beuving and De Vries suggest for social research (16). Although not the most common
approach to image analysis, I think using keywords and open coding is still suitable for my
research because “collecting and studying available texts, images and things people produce”
is part of the naturalistic inquiry process (Beuving and De Vries 17). Moreover, this method
allows me to analyse multiple images and to study the overall visual aesthetics of Organic
Supply’s Instagram images. Since my research is “making observations of everyday-life
social practices”, I am inspired by one of the steps in the arc of naturalistic inquiry (Beuving
and De Vries 17). I will then analyse how these elements determine the aesthetics of Organic
Supply’s Instagram images and interpret the results. For these reasons, I proposed that we
closely observe Organic Supply’s Instagram images, which convey its meanings by using
visual elements.
I believe that visual analysis will help to render the abstract concept of aesthetic in
images that are more tangible. I chose to also perform visual analysis because I speculate that
images posted on its Instagram account can demonstrate the ways in which Organic Supply
apply visual aesthetics to make its waste reduction initiatives and local embeddedness more
appealing. In my view, understanding visual aesthetics is useful for this research because it
can explain the ways in which the image-making sectors of the creative industries play a role
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in businesses in the food and beverage sector and can convince people to act upon the
initiatives and to buy into the meaning behind Organic Supply’s services and products
beyond their basic attributes.

Theoretical Framework

Pierre Bourdieu’s famous work Distinction (2010) studied the lifestyle of the French in the
late twentieth century. His work concerns class, aesthetics and taste in various areas, such as
music, fashion and food. In my view, the insights discussed in Distinction will help to make
sense of the case study in unique ways and to discover how class and capitals play a role in
the business and how aesthetics and taste are involved in the implementation of waste
reduction and local embeddedness. The difference between the social contexts of the lifestyle
of the French during the late twentieth century and the Thais during the current early twentyfirst century will be the challenging part of the process. According to Agnès Rocamora in
Thinking Through Fashion: A Guide to Key Theorists (2016), there have been critiques on
Bourdieu’s theoretical framework and his strong focus on class (242-3). She indicates that
Bourdieu did not pay adequate attention to gender and ethnicity (244); ethnicity is in fact a
factor that I will take into consideration, given that the case study involves a different
ethnicity. However, I believe that Bourdieu’s prominent analysis of class and capitals will
help to understand the case study, to answer the research question and to situate the topic in
the field of cultural studies more properly.
For the interpretation of my image analysis, I will incorporate the concept of
semiotics as a theoretical framework by drawing on Roland Barthes’ essay “Rhetoric of the
Image” in Image Music Text (1977). In this article, using semiotic theory, Barthes analysed
an advertising image of Panzini, which is an Italian pasta brand that targeted French
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consumers (33). His analysis sheds light on hidden meanings behind images; this is
especially applicable to images used for advertisements “[b]ecause in advertising the
signification of the image is undoubtedly intentional” (Barthes 33). What appear on the
images are signs that have their own meanings and that can be decoded (Barthes 32-3). I used
the concept of semiotics from this article as a framework because I think that Organic
Supply’s Instagram images are similar to advertising images. Although they do not
communicate as explicitly as traditional advertising images, one of the purposes of these
Instagram images was to advertise Organic Supply’s products and services.

Thesis Structure and Sub-Questions

Chapter One: Organic Supply as a Craft-Based Manufacturer
In the first chapter, I will explain the definition and the characteristics of craft-based
manufacturing, which must be addressed because they will help us to understand Organic
Supply’s identity as a craft-based manufacturer. I will also describe and discuss Organic
Supply’s owners using Bourdieu’s concept of capitals and the new petite bourgeoisie. One of
the most notable topics of this chapter is the workshop model, which is a unique way of work
that originated in craft (Banks 309). I aim to explore how this model can be applied to
Organic Supply; this in turn leads to answering the sub-question: How does the craft-based
manufacturing model characterize the work environment of Organic Supply as an
organization of creative workers? In my view, understanding how Organic Supply operates as
an organization will help us to see how it implements waste reduction initiatives and
demonstrates local embeddedness.
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Chapter Two: Organic Supply and Its Local Embeddedness in Bangkok
In the second chapter, I will first explore the overall food and beverage sector in
Bangkok, focusing on restaurant and café trends that are relevant to this case study. The
chapter opens with this discussion because it will provide us with insights into Organic
Supply’s place in the sector. I will also discuss how Organic Supply shows local
embeddedness through its products, services, events and its stylisation of Instagram images.
This chapter will answer the sub-question: How is Organic Supply embedded in the local
food and beverage sector in Bangkok? The answer to this sub question will enable us to
discover how Organic Supply demonstrates its local embeddedness in the food and beverage
sector in Bangkok, which is one half of the central research question.

Chapter 3: Organic Supply’s Waste Reduction Initiatives
I will start this chapter by introducing two waste problems, namely, single-use plastic
waste in Thailand and waste water from animal agriculture. I will discuss Organic Supply’s
waste reduction initiatives, especially the ones tackling single-use plastic problems in
Thailand. I will also explore Organic Supply’s vegan menu because a vegan diet is
considered one of the ways to reduce waste water (Hoekstra 3). I thus consider having a
vegan menu one of Organic Supply’s waste reduction initiatives. The vegan menu is just as
important as other initiatives because it shows the creativity and symbolic values of food
creation. In a similar way to what I did in Chapter Two, I will perform a visual analysis of
Organic Supply’s Instagram images to discover how Organic Supply implements and styles
its waste reduction initiatives, including its vegan menu. Chapter Three will provide the
answer to the sub-question: What are Organic Supply’s waste reduction initiatives and how
are they implemented? The answer to this sub-question will lead us to discover how Organic
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Supply implements its waste reduction initiatives, which is the other half of the central
research question.

Conclusion
The conclusion will contain the answers to all of the sub-questions and, most
importantly, the central research question. I will discuss the overall strengths and the
weaknesses of my own research, including the case study, the method and the theoretical
framework. Finally, I will evaluate my contribution to the research field and make
suggestions for further researches on similar topics.
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Chapter One
Organic Supply as a Craft-Based Manufacturer

Introduction

Local craft beer, food trucks, artisanal bakeries are some of the latest trends in the food and
beverage sectors. But what makes these food initiatives "special" and different from the food
that we can buy from supermarkets? The trends are all part of the craft-based manufacturing
movement, the main theme that will be discussed in this chapter. The concept of craft-based
manufacturing will explain the ways in which these trends incorporate meanings and certain
aesthetics, subtly associating them with food and beverages.

I will first examine the

definition of craft and craft-based manufacturing including its historical context, in order to
ensure a better fundamental understanding of the terms that I will use throughout this study.
Second, I will explore the typology of people who are most likely to be involved in craftbased manufacturing today (Scott 62). In this case, Bourdieu's study of the new petite
bourgeoisie in Distinction (1986) will help to explain the roles of these people and how they
are involved in the craft movement. The theoretical framework concerning class, field theory
and capitals will help to further understand the dynamics of the people involved in the craftbased manufacturing scene. In my view, examining Organic Supply's entrepreneurs as the
"new petite bourgeoisie" will partly explain the reasons behind the creative choices they have
made for waste reduction initiatives and local embeddedness. Third, I will discuss the
characteristics of craft-based manufacturing, demonstrating the sociological and geographical
aspects of this movement. The case study will then be critically discussed in order to
highlight and exemplify the characteristics of craft-based manufacturing. The final part of
this chapter will briefly touch upon the "the workshop model" as the structure of a creative
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organization. In "Craft Labour and Creative Industries", Mark Banks argues that the
workshop model is a part of the traditional craft movement (307). However, he takes a
slightly different approach by using the idea of this model to analyse the core sectors of the
creative industries (309-11). Drawing on this idea, I will analyse how the workshop model
structures Organic Supply as an organization with creative workers and also characterizes its
work environment. This chapter will finally shed some light on the ways in which the
structure and characteristics of craft-based manufacturing affect the outcome of Organic
Supply’s initiatives.

Definitions of Craft and Its Brief Historical Context

When one thinks of crafts, such notions as knitting, pottery or embroidery usually come to
mind. However, there is much more to crafts than the notion of these activities. Banks
discusses the term ‘craft’ in the context of labour in both the creative industries and the
cultural industries and describes “an input of the industrial labour process and the attitude or
mind-set that configures that labour” (Banks 305). There are two other articles concerning
craft-based manufacturing that I find relevant to and fruitful for the current discussion:
Miller’s geographical take on the matter in “The Contemporary Geographies of Craft Based
Manufacturing” (1-13) and Michael Scott’s sociological approach in “‘Hipster Capitalism’ in
the Age of Austerity? Polanyi Meets Bourdieu’s New Petite Bourgeoisie” (60-76). Both
articles discuss craft production in the contemporary context, which provides insightful
information about two different fields and acts as a productive reference to the case study.
While Banks uses the term “craft labour” to refer to people engaged in non-artistic tasks in
the cultural and creative industries, he also provides the historical context when it comes to a
broader, more general sense of craft labour. According to Banks, it is a practice of small-
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scale productions “characteristically operating in and through socially-embedded
‘workshops’, as established in ‘pre-modern’ or ‘pre-industrial’ economies” (Banks 307).
Miller uses the term “craft-based manufacturing” to refer to craft practice that is not
necessarily situated within the realm of the cultural and creative industries (1-2), while Scott
uses the term “craft production” to discuss micro-enterprises possessing cultural values and
argues that these micro-enterprises can lie in both the core and peripheral realms of the
creative industries (61, 64). Although the craft-related terms that these authors use are not
identical, the meanings of these terms are similar because they are all drawn from the idea of
craft as small-scale productions of symbolic goods (Banks 307; Miller 2; Scott 61).

Mass versus Craft

After the industrial revolution, mass production helped producers manufacture their products
more efficiently, which is also beneficial to consumers. But why does craft remain relevant
when utilzing machines is more convenient for the masses? For one thing, craft production
brings closeness to the actual making and using of the finished product (Miller 3). In
contrast, fundamental Marxist theory argues that industrial productions create an alienation of
labour, namely, that the people that produce the goods do not have the opportunity to use
what they make. In addition, consumers are estranged from labour. Not only did
industrialized mass production change the ways in which human labour was exploited, but it
also exhausted natural and human resources.
As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, craft is defined as meaningful work
that, in Miller's words, "has always existed as the counterweight to industrialized mass
production" (2). It has enabled the crafts movement to revive in three distinct waves over the
last century (2). There have been arguments that "craft-style work relations have begun to
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significantly re-emerge in the post-industrial economic context" during the downturn of the
Fordist mode of productions in the 1970s (Banks 308). Miller labels this development as the
"third-wave" of craft revival, following the second wave of "the hippie movement of the
1960s and 1970s" and the first wave in "the English Arts and Crafts movement" of the late
19th century (2). The first wave emerged as a result of the pioneers of the English Arts and
Craft Movement’s concerns about the depletion of resources and the procedures of
industrialized production (Miller 2). The second wave then followed because craft provided
“a politicized way to live against the dominant current of capitalist culture and to reconnect
with the value of human labour” (Miller 2). The current third wave arose due to the decline of
Fordism in the 1970s and to the “growth of alternative models of manufacturing” along with
the growth of fragmented consumer cultures “and the increasing importance of the symbolic
and aesthetic qualities of products” (Miller 2). Contemporary circumstances that add to the
characteristics of the third-wave of craft revival include “a growing awareness of the
environmental and social costs of globalized industrial production” (Miller 3). It has also
been

connected

to

the

1990s

anti-sweatshop

movements,

anti-globalisation,

environmentalism, and third-wave feminism (3).
All three waves of craft revival thus emerged for similar reasons: they aimed to be a
more ethical mode of production. Products and services of craft-based manufacturers “tend to
emphasize quality, uniqueness, ethical consumption and local production” and to pay respect
to the honourable ways of making things in the pre-industrialized days (Miller 3). In my
view, these qualities are also notably present in Organic Supply, which describes its
"mission" on its Instagram account in one short sentence: "Supplying a healthy lifestyle"
(Organic Supply).
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The New Petite Bourgeoisie and Craft-Based Manufacturing

Before elaborating the characteristics of the third wave craft movement, it is useful to discuss
the new petite bourgeoisie as the main protagonist in the third wave craft movement. In
Distinction, Bourdieu identified young, educated, Caucasian, middle- and upper-class adults
pursuing careers “involving presentation and representation (sales, marketing, advertising,
public relations, fashion, decoration and so forth) and involved in all the institutions
providing symbolic goods and services” as the new petite bourgeoisie (359). These
occupations, including small craft producers, coalesce around shared interests in refined,
dynamic and stylish tastes (Scott 64). Scott draws on the concept of the new petite
bourgeoisie to explore the interesting idea of “actors deploying culture to create selfemployment opportunities" (62). These actors are identified in Scott's article as "hipsters",
known in the academic context as "the creative class (Florida, 2002), neo-bohemians (Lloyd,
2010), bobos (bohemian-bourgeoisie) (Brooks, 2010), cultural entrepreneurs (Leadbeater and
Oakley, 1999) and, seminally, cultural intermediaries (Bourdieu, 1984)" (61). Scott uses
‘hipster’ as an umbrella term "that is indicative of a broad subgroup within the new petite
bourgeoisie – those creating cultural micro-enterprises" (62).
In my view, this idea definitely applies to the four co-owners of Organic Supply. Due
to his other successful career as a musician, Apichai Tragoolpadetgrai is the most wellknown of the four owners. Born and raised in Bangkok, he received his higher education
from Thaivichitsilp Technological College1 and then completed a photography course in the
UK (Sanook). It was mentioned in an interview that two of the owners met while studying
abroad in England (Meechaisri). Although the original idea of a new petite bourgeoisie is
Euro-centric, I think it applies to Thai society as well. In the cases of two Organic Supply

1

An institution for secondary level education focusing on vocational training.
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owners, they received their higher education abroad, giving them credentials and showing
that they are members of the Thai middle or upper classes. Their cultural capital clearly
contributes to the taste and aesthetics applied to the brand Organic Supply. For these reasons,
the owners of Organic Supply can be seen as the type of new petite bourgeoisie that Scott
discusses in his article.
Considering the ‘old’ and ‘new’ aspects of the petite bourgeoisie, the characteristics
of the old include “small enterprises and self-employment in job creation, political
conservatism and parsimony, and an entrepreneurial ethos” (Scott 64). Typical examples are
“shopkeepers, tradespeople and artisans” (Scott 64). The word ‘new’ was attached to the
petite bourgeoisie during the 1960s and 1970s “to account for the growing strata of whitecollar professionals who, although not owners of firms, received higher salaries” (Scott 64).
However, Scott argues, "under new social currents these ‘old' and ‘new' aspects of the petite
bourgeoisie are coalescing". (64) A cultural intermediary in the new petite bourgeoisie class
changes their status from an employee to an entrepreneur due to the emergence of "cultural
micro-enterprises and neo-artisanal production" (Scott 61). "The educated (white) middle and
upper classes" have recently become actively engaged with contemporary craft production
despite the fact that craft used to be recognized as work for the "uneducated lower classes"
(Miller 3; Scott 61). Applying taste and cultural competence to reinvent old occupations is in
fact the most notable quality of the new petite bourgeoisie (Scott 62). We see young adult
"hipsters" in Thailand, including the owners of Organic Supply, also engaging in this
phenomenon. Becoming their own bosses and applying their own tastes and personal values
to their own business is ever alluring for such group of people.
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Characteristics of Micro-Enterprises in the Third-Wave Craft Revival Era

This section explores the qualities that contemporary craft-based manufacturing in the third
wave have in common with previous movements and, most importantly, discusses the unique
characteristics that define it. Based on Miller, Scott and Banks’ articles, I have compiled a list
of the qualities that have shaped this phenomenon. I will discuss these qualities by using
Organic Supply as an example. Doing so will also help us to understand Organic Supply’s
identity as a craft-based manufacturer. This is fundamental when it comes to answering the
research question because craft-based manufacturing is a unique form of manufacturing that
must be carefully explained and fully understood. Discussing the characteristics of craftbased manufacturing in the third wave will help to answer the central research question
because it explains why Organic Supply has implemented its waste reduction initiatives and
demonstrated local embeddedness in a particular way. In other words, the characteristics of
the third-wave craft-based manufacturing shape the ways in which Organic Supply operates.

An Idealistic View
Craft production can project a utopian aura and appear to society as possessing
idealistic views (Banks 307, 311). According to Miller, “Craft production has been linked to
critiques of contemporary capitalism, where craft is viewed as a less environmentally
damaging and more socially just way of organizing production” (2). This is one of the
reasons why people turn to craft for a more meaningful way of making a living. Since its
beginnings in the 1970s, the current wave has had in engage in apparent and pressing issues,
such as global warming and unethical labour practices. The moral principles of craft have
inspired entrepreneurs to work for these causes independently, which explains the
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proliferation of micro-enterprises with altruistic missions, ranging from slow fashion
designers, and vegan restaurants to furniture up-cyclers.
Organic Supply decorates its shop window with large texts proclaiming "supplying
healthy lifestyle" or "natural market & juice bar" (Organic Supply), telling us that it aims to
provide healthy food, beverages and other lifestyle products. Some of the things on its menu
are passion fruit Earl Grey cake, flourless chocolate cake and "Green Mind", a spinach and
banana-based smoothie (Organic Supply). There are also products from its vendors such as
aluminium and glass straws, chemical-free soap, and toothpaste tablets (Organic Supply).
These ‘curated' products show us that not only does Organic Supply provide health-conscious
alternatives for its customers but it is also concerned with environmental sustainability.
Organic Supply's vegan bakery is another example showing that the café also stands for a
movement that is greater than an individual's wellbeing. The health-conscious and
environmental sustainability concepts are, in this case, the idealistic qualities that craft-based
manufacturing tends to possess.
Miller also raises another notable point regarding consumer choice as a model of
political action. She states that “craft politics are premised on the idea that consumers will
“vote with their dollars,” selecting craft products over conventional options” (9). Yet when
customers consciously choose vegan bakery or opt for reusable straws, they are actually
expressing their political views and supporting the causes in which they believe. This aspect
of consumers’ preference in craft products is another idealistic quality worth noting because
craft-based manufacturers need like-minded customers in order to thrive. However, some
business owners still nevertheless make compromises regarding their idealistic goals in order
to meet customers’ needs and to make a profit. Although Organic Supply supports the zerowaste ethos, it is not yet completely plastic-free and is still selling products in plastic
packaging.
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Appreciation for One’s Own Labour
Craft-based manufacturing connects one with production in a way that mass
production is not able to. Especially in situations where a large volume of goods is produced
in countries with cheaper labour, consumers are disconnected from the materials and the
whole process of making the things that they use. Craft production allows the makers to
experience every step of the process and ideally to appreciate the end-product in its true
sense. Thus, in principle, the craft-based manufacturing movement creates meaningful work
and eliminates the feeling of alienation so common in the industrialized modes of production.
Concerning the actual work, craft production also allows the makers to actually enjoy the
process of labour, although it can also be tedious and time-consuming because some, or even
many, of the steps of the work are done manually (Miller 3). Craft production requires
problem-solving and haptic skills, which are themselves energised by a persistent motivation
"to investigate, learn, and adapt" (Miller 3). This quality of craft production is experienced in
the process of baking and making beverages in the case of Organic Supply. The processes
can range from creating good recipes, testing them and improving them to fixing unexpected
errors. Problem-solving and haptic skills can be applied to every step. Investigating, learning
and adapting are especially significant when it comes to making food that truly satisfies
customers. Craft-based manufacturing also involves having "head and hand" working in
"productive flow states" that "balance skill and challenge, routine, and creativity" (Miller 3).
Craft-based manufacturers in fact often obtain enjoyment and a sense of purpose from their
own labour and from experiencing their customers' satisfaction with their products (Miller 3).
Craft-based manufacturing in the food and beverage sector ideally aims to make people
appreciate food more and to view it as something that nourishes and satisfies them, and as a
natural resource. In addition, craft-based manufacturing in this sector emphasises the human
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labour that goes into making such products, for example, showing genuine appreciation of
homemade food products; such an attitude to homemade food products is derived from the
principles undermining craft production.

Aesthetics and Stylization
Scott argues that activities which combine cultural and aesthetic qualities "with the
making of livelihoods" have been growing since the early 1980s (Scott 60). He also noticed
the emergence of independent cultural producers in the peripheral area of the creative
industries, or, as he puts it the "new cultural economy" (Scott 61). Similarly, Miller notes,
there is an abundance of products that are "characterized by high semiotic and aesthetic
content" in the craft-based manufacturing scene, and these qualities are becoming more
crucial (2).
The role of aesthetics and stylisation is the most emphasised in the article by Scott,
whose aim is to “sketch a cultural-capital strategy used to enter established creative industries
and an economic-capital strategy oriented to aestheticizing ‘old’ petite bourgeoisie
occupations” (67). To explain the latter strategy, he uses a case of tattoo artists as an example
(Scott 68). There is indeed a cultural trend in which young artists who acquire training in the
fine arts ‘elevate’ conventional tattooing from a service “for a working-class clientele,
featuring ‘traditional’ designs, restricted colour palettes, and flash-card designs” to a practice
that “applies fine-art techniques, inter-textual knowledge and wide colour palates to create
intricate designs and images that are venerated across new-media outlets” (Scott 68).
If we look at owning Organic Supply as an “old petite bourgeoisie occupation”, we
will see a combination of a café, a bakery and a shop. People who work there will have the
simple titles of business owners, bakers and shopkeepers. But within the context of a stylized
“new petite bourgeoisie” micro-enterprise, Organic Supply is characterized by its concept.
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The people who work at Organic Supply can be recognized as artisan bakers, who specialise
solely in vegan bakery and as curators, who only select organic and environmentally friendly
products for the shop. Without these organic, health-conscious and environmentally friendly
themes, it does not have a clear identity. Organic Supply expresses this identity through
aesthetics in its products, services, visual merchandising and interior decoration. For
example, its owners’ decision to use second-hand furniture demonstrates that they know how
to style old furniture and to demonstrate the environmental sustainability concept. Desserts
and drinks are decorated with small biodegradable objects, such as fruit, flower petals or
herbs. These elements make visiting Organic Supply a pleasing experience for people who
appreciate this particular type of aesthetics.

Authenticity
Authenticity is at the heart of craft-based productions (Banks 308; Miller 4). In
Miller’s words, “rather than prices, the value and competitiveness of craft products derive
from the cultural aspects of production and particularly from symbolic associations with
quality, tradition, and individuality” (4). For me the cultural aspects of production, quality,
tradition and individuality embody the authenticity of craft-based manufacturing. People
consume craft products to practise class distinction (Miller 4): they appreciate the
authenticity of such products because they possess suitable social, economic and cultural
capital (Miller 4). Because consumers value authenticity and because markets for such
products are growing, “craft producers must work to establish their credibility as authentic
craft manufacturers through substantial promotional and aesthetic labour” (Miller 4-5). For
example, buying local products or ingredients, utilzing certain tools or processes, and
incorporating particular materials in the making of products are what craft-based
manufacturers can and should do to maintain the authenticity of their products.
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In my view, the authenticity of Organic Supply lies in its food and drinks policy, its
selection of other vendors' products and its intention to provide a sense of community for
people who want to consume healthy organic food and to have a more sustainable lifestyle.
Two of the owners stated in an interview that they both acknowledged the importance of a
healthy diet and were very much aware of the emerging health trend (Meechaisri). They
decided to open this café not entirely because of the trend but because they realized that
eating healthy food would always be essential (Meechaisri). One of their goals was to
develop unique recipes in order to make healthy food, such as vegetable smoothies and vegan
bakery, more palatable. For instance, the whole-wheat vegan pumpkin black sesame bread is
the most popular item among its customers (Wongnai). In my opinion, the vegan recipe and
the combination of pumpkin chunks and black sesame seeds in the bread itself make it
unique. A signature item like this, among others, contributes to Organic Supply’s
authenticity. Organic Supply also has a wide array of organic household products made in
Thailand, which shows that it supports other local craft-based manufacturers who share
similar visions. As a result, Organic Supply has also become a “community” for organic
enthusiasts.

Technological Advances
Technological advances allow craft-based manufacturers to conveniently promote
themselves via websites and social media. Miller states, [more broadly, web-based
technologies and social media have contributed to the third-wave craft revival by heightening
the visibility of craft practices and by fostering new spaces for craft-based community
building" (3). In the case of Organic Supply, visually oriented social media are an important
platform for promotion. Miller also notes that Etsy, the online craft marketplace, plays a
particularly important role in supporting small-scale craft productions by providing an
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exchange platform for craft producers and consumers worldwide (3). Additionally, customers
can also have Organic Supply's products delivered using an application from a third-party
provider (Organic Supply). As a result, it is more convenient for consumers to look at, to
choose and to order craft products today. For these reasons, I consider digitalisation to be the
most unique quality of the third-wave craft revival.

Geographical Clusters
Craft-based manufacturers tend to form geographical clusters, which can be either
official or unofficial (Banks 308-9; Miller 4; Scott 66). Banks notes the emergence of
geographically embedded craft, as seen in the following extract:
For some, in the 1970s, the decline of Fordist-style economic arrangements, and the
correspondent emergence of ‘flexible specialisation’, where firms sought to innovate
new production processes that could respond to more specialized and changeable
patterns of consumer demand, led to the apparent resuscitation of traditional forms of
craft production in embedded geographical contexts (308).
In Thailand, several local craft products are supported by the government (Royal Thai
Embassy, Singapore). Such products, especially food, such as chilli paste, banana chips, or
provincial desserts, are marketed as "souvenirs", something to bring home from a trip to other
provinces. The authenticity of local craft products is what the government has been trying to
strengthen in order to actively develop the economic landscapes of rural areas. Thus, the
clusters of craft producers in these areas are often formed as a result of local governments'
initiatives (Royal Thai Embassy, Singapore).
In present-day Bangkok, however, Organic Supply is an example of the ways in
which a geographical cluster of craft-based manufacturers can be successfully formed. Such
clusters can come together loosely and temporarily. For instance, Organic Supply hosted
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"Nakniwat Yard Sale" in association with other shops in the neighbourhood (Organic
Supply). This yard sale brought together like-minded people who wanted to support a circular
economy by selling their used items. Speciality drinks and homemade food from other craftbased manufacturers were also available at the event (Organic Supply). Craft-based
manufacturers can also come together to form a permanent business network. Naturally,
Organic Supply is involved in a network of Thai craft producers because it sells a variety of
local craft products. This kind of relationship tends to be permanent if nothing goes wrong
between the business partners.

The Workshop Model - Actually Working in Craft

Banks refers to the workshop model within the practice of craft, which can now be viewed as
the structure of a creative organization (Banks 309-11). He uses this model to argue for the
importance of craft workers in the core sectors of the creative industries, such as camera
operators, set-designers, editors, or lighting designers (Banks 305). While the academic
literature on the creative and cultural industries emphasises the importance of “the artists”,
the sole symbol makers2s; production in the creative industries still requires “craft workers”,
who do non-artistic and hidden work but also contribute significantly to the final product of
cultural goods (Banks 305). David Hesmondhalgh divides people working in the industries in
the complex professional era into five groups, two of which - the primary creative personnel
and the technical workers - show a similar dynamic to the collaboration between the artist
and the craft workers in the workshop model (78). In my view, we can explore Organic
Supply's work environment by analysing the roles and dynamics of these five groups.

2

Part of the definition of the creative industries given by the United Kingdom’s Department of Culture Media
and Sport states that the creative industries “have their origin in individual creativity, skill and talent”. (Hartley
et al. 59)
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If we look at a craft-based manufacturer as an organization, there will be a founder,
who takes on the role of "the artist", "the primary creative personnel", who creates symbolic
goods (Hesmondhalgh 78). In cases like Organic Supply, thinking of the core concept of his
or her cultural micro-enterprise is also included in the symbol creation process. This person
may do everything by him/herself in the beginning and then hire other people to operate one
technical task as "technical workers" or "craft workers" (Banks 305; Hesmondhalgh 78).
Organic Supply consists of four co-owners, who initiated business ideas and recipes for
baked goods and beverages (Chillpainai). Making creative decisions as a team has its
advantages and disadvantages. For example, they would be able to come up with several
ideas, but some of those ideas may have been distracting rather than productive. Waiting for
everyone in the team to agree to an idea or an initiative can be time-consuming, but also a
soundly cautious action. Banks states that "the tendency to maintain (rather than eliminate)
the tension between autonomous impulses of artistic and supplementary craft workers and the
demands of managers for standardized, commercially-oriented production" is the unique
quality of working in cultural and creative industries (309). This is because the new and
outstanding creations can be produced only by allowing workers to have some freedom so
that they feel "motivated and inspired" to work (Banks 309).
Unlike the core creative industries, craft-based manufacturers do not have "managers"
or "executives" pressuring them (Hesmondhalgh 78-9). These entrepreneurs must also be
their own executives in order to gain more productivity. Thus, having four co-owners can, in
fact, be beneficial because anyone can take the role of the manager and motivate the others at
an appropriate moment. One of them can take the role of "craft workers" by serving cakes
and organizing products on the shelf for a day while another member can take the role of "the
artist", thinking about what to add to the menu or creating a new special event. However, not
everyone can take the role of the technical worker. In Organic Supply's case, the baker is the
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technical worker. According to an interview, one of the co-owners has a degree in food
science (Meechaisri). For this reason, this person has a special role and a specific set of skills
that the rest may not be able to apply. Organic Supply also has a few assistants and
administration personnel, who play the roles of “craft workers”, finishing tasks in the café
and supporting the co-owners (Organic Supply). The dynamic between Organic Supply's coowners and their staff members is similar to the workshop model and thus contributes to
creative ideas and a good workflow, as Banks argues that "artistic and craft workers have
fought to maintain a ‘workshop' model – because this is what provides them with a sense of
creative freedom and meaning in work" (309).

Conclusion

Craft has developed from being a traditional mode of production to being a meaningful and
empowering movement. The first wave of craft sparked resistance against capitalism and
mass production. Nowadays, however, craft still maintains its core value from the first wave
but has evolved into a phenomenon with distinctive characteristics. The third wave of craft
saw the emergence of craft-based manufacturing operated by the credentialed upper middle
to upper-class young adults living in urbanised areas across Europe, North America and Asia.
Scott's recent interpretation of Bourdieu's new petite bourgeoisie even suggests a new
perspective when analysing craft-based manufacturers, which is to see them as the ones
combining taste and style with old business to make a new and unique business.
The four co-owners of Organic Supply are examples of the new petite bourgeoisie,
operating a cultural micro-enterprise in Bangkok. They channel their personal goals and
motivations, combined with current wellbeing trends, and turn it into a small and highly
successful business. An idealistic view of craft is fundamental to Organic Supply's
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homemade, vegan, organic and environmentally sustainable concept. This postulation brings
authenticity to its food and drinks recipe, to its product curation and to the whole community
that it tries to build for like-minded people. The geographic group forming common bonds
within the craft-based scenario applies to Organic Supply as well for it collaborates with
near-by shops to host a circular economy-inspired neighbourhood yard sale and with other
Thai craft-based manufacturers to provide customers with local craft products. With the
advantages of technological progress, it is even easier for craft-based manufacturers to
promote and sell their products and for consumers to exercise taste distinction through their
own craft product consumption.
Stylisation is the defining feature of the cultural micro-enterprise that is Organic
Supply. The visual aesthetics of its drinks, baked goods, utensils, interior design, furniture,
and decorative items all represent and support its sustainable concept. However, the loose
structure of a small craft organization such as Organic Supply can both hinder and support
the quality and quantity of its new products, services or initiatives. This very much depends
on the number of people working in the organization. Working alone as the sole "artist" may
speed up the decision-making process but he or she will lack the healthy pressure and
motivation from other team members. For Organic Supply, the four co-owners and the staff
members all benefit from the loosely structured organization and from the workshop model,
which itself can contribute to enhanced productivity and creativity.
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Chapter Two
Organic Supply and Its Local Embeddedness in Bangkok

Introduction

“Have you eaten?” is one of the most common questions that Thai people ask each other. It is
in my opinion almost the equivalent of “How are you?” If we want to talk about the food and
beverage sector in Thailand, Thai cuisine is likely to be at the top of the list. But what about
other globalized food trends that are currently growing in Thailand, especially in its bustling
capital? This chapter will mainly explore the cultural aspect of the food and beverage sector
in Bangkok and will continue to discuss Organic Supply as a locally embedded craft-based
manufacturer within this sector.
Firstly, I will briefly introduce the overall food and beverage sector in Bangkok and
the trends that have emerged in recent years. I will also give examples of restaurants and
cafés with the environmentally sustainable concepts briefly touched upon in my introductory
chapter in order to show how the food and beverage sector makes symbolic creations, using
them to help and improve society. Secondly, I will concisely explain the position of the Thai
food and beverage sector within the Thai Government’s Creative Economy Policy. Thirdly,
the cultural roles of the food and beverage sector will be discussed. This part of the thesis
will explain how images and social media play a role in this sector; it is important to
understand this because images and social media influence the ways in which consumers
consume and interact with food and demonstrate their lifestyle (Calefato et al. 386). This part
of the chapter will help us to understand how Organic Supply stylizes images and attracts
like-minded customers through social media.
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The final part of this chapter will focus on local embeddedness. I will first explain
what local embeddedness is and why it is particularly important to pay attention to this aspect
of craft-based manufacturing in the food and beverage sector. I will also analyse how
Organic Supply is embedded in the local food and beverage sector in Bangkok by identifying
the qualities of local embeddedness that Organic Supply demonstrates in its products and
services. I will then focus on the mise-en-scène in the images on Organic Supply’s Instagram
account, in order to decode its visual aesthetics. This analysis will reveal exactly how
Organic Supply demonstrates local embeddedness through such images. To sum up, the
purpose of this chapter is to map and describe the current landscape of the food and beverage
sector in Bangkok and to identify Organic Supply’s position in this sector. Another purpose
of this chapter is to show how images, especially of food, and social media are connected to
the expression of people’s lifestyles. Understanding how people express their lifestyles
through images of food on Instagram will also explain why Organic Supply puts a lot of
effort into making its food and other products look attractive both in Instagram images and in
person. Last but not least, the chapter will aim to show how Organic Supply succeeds in
stimulating more sustainable ways of food production and consumption by applying the
concept of local embeddedness.

The Overall Food and Beverage Sector in Bangkok

The food and beverage sector is indeed extremely broad as it includes all the businesses that
produce, process and sell food and beverage products (Natural Capital Coalition). Depending
on the context, it can also include the food service and hospitality sector. The food and
beverage sector, considered to be the world’s largest, generally consists of “farmers, traders,
wholesalers, food manufacturing companies and retailers” (Natural Capital Coalition).
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However, this chapter will only focus only on restaurants and cafés in Bangkok as
manufacturers and retailers of food and drinks.
“Eat to live, not live to eat” is another common Thai saying. However, many modern
Bangkokians seem to be ignoring this old proverb. According to Wongnai3, there are over
71,207 places that serve food and beverages within the 1,569 square kilometres of Bangkok.
Just for fun, that works out at 44 establishments for every square kilometre. When it comes to
typologies of restaurants, Bangkok has it all - from its world-famous street food to fine dining
of a whole range of various cuisines (Wongnai). The diversity and proliferation of
restaurants, bars and cafés have brought liveliness to the sector and provided interesting
choices for consumers. In February 2017, the Thai government and Michelin agreed to a fiveyear contract, worth approximately 143.5 million Baht, to launch Michelin’s annual guides in
Thailand (Irvine). This contract with Michelin signals that the food and beverage sector in
Bangkok is considered to be much more interesting than before, and is certainly worth
keeping an eye on.
Wongnai is an online platform for user-generated restaurant reviews and also for
other lifestyle content, such as beauty and food recipes. It was founded by Yod Chinsupakul,
a Thai entrepreneur, in 2010 (Laing). Wongnai has now been expanding its database for
almost a decade, which makes it one of the most reliable and well-known restaurant review
platforms in Thailand. Wongnai provides a range of food prices per person and this shows
that most users review restaurants that fall within the 100 Baht and 101-250 Baht ranges. It
means that anything that falls within this price range will catch most users’ attention. It is
also important to note that most Wongnai reviewers are female (63.7% of all users) and aged
between 25 and34 (45.3% of all users). This group tends to be the most enthusiastic when it
comes to interacting with food through social media, and not only on the Wongnai

3

A restaurant review app/website based in Bangkok
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application and website. In general, this demographic group could be seen as the perfect
target group for restaurant owners.

Trends in the Sector that are Related to Organic Supply
Next, I would like to discuss two recent trends in Bangkok’s food and beverage sector: these
are the café trend and the environmental sustainability trend. Exploring these trends will help
to understand the area in the sector towards which people’s money and attention are mostly
directed. More importantly, the fact that Organic Supply is connected to both trends probably
heightens the chances that its waste reduction initiatives and local embeddedness will
influence people and other restaurants and cafés, especially craft-based manufacturers.
1. The Emerging Café Trend
According to Wongnai’s ‘Thailand Restaurant Trends Report 2019’ for business owners,
which is based on its user-generated data, cafés are ranked first of all the new establishments
opened in 2019 in Thailand. Other popular trends are in chronological order: noodle shops,
full-service Thai restaurants, dessert shops and quick-service Thai restaurants. The category
‘coffee shops and cafés’ has been the most popular restaurant category among Wongnai users
for four consecutive years (Wongnai). More new coffee shops and cafés have been opening
every year, showing their exponential growth in the country. For example, 5,360 new coffee
shops and cafés opened their doors for the first time in 2018, an increase of 8.1% compared
to 2017. Unsurprisingly, Bangkok is the province with the highest number of coffee shops
and cafés, accounting for over 8,469 establishments. The districts in Bangkok with the
highest number of coffee shops and cafés are as follows:
1. Wattana District: 555 establishments
2. Chatuchak District: 537 establishments
3. Patumwan District: 491 establishments
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4. Bang Rak District: 368 establishments
5. Huai Kwang District: 399 establishments
Wongnai also reported that many districts saw an over 20% growth in coffee shops and cafés
in 2018, compared to the statistics from 2017. Most of these districts already have many
restaurants for they are touristic areas and/or areas that host a large number of office
employees and students. For these reasons, they have become popular locations for coffee
shops and cafés. On the other hand, the districts that have fewer of these establishments are
Bangkok Yai, Nong Jok, Nong Khaem, and Bang Kor Laem. From this data, Lat Prao
District, where Organic Supply is located, falls in the middle of the ranking. The competition
is not yet extremely high, allowing Organic Supply the chance to stand out from other cafés
in the same district.

2. The Environmentally Sustainable Food Trend
The global food and beverage sector, especially in Europe, has been trying to respond to and
act on the environmental problems relating to food production (The European Commission).
Several restaurants all over the world now take environmental sustainability seriously,
starting movements that inspire more sustainable and ethical practices, concepts and
consumption. In Bangkok, many restaurants have started to do the same. Vegan, vegetarian
and organic restaurants can be categorised within this overall environmental sustainability
concept. Haoma, Bo.Lan, Le Du, 100 Mahaseth, and 80/20 are some of the restaurants that
have put sustainability into practice, ranging from farm-to-table to slow food. Each
establishment makes running a restaurant more sustainable in one way or another, for
example through recipe creations, an ethical and local ingredient supply chain, growing their
own products, reducing kitchen waste, or turning leftover cooking oil into kitchen soaps
(Dunston). As for vegan and vegetarian restaurants, Veganerie, Broccoli Revolution, and
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Khun Churn are at the top of the category (Wongnai). Finally, there are also restaurants, such
as Oh Ka Ju, Patom, or August Organic Eatery with organic concepts. These restaurants are
not vegan or vegetarian, but their main goal is to use organic ingredients. Organic Supply
falls into this category.
Organic Supply is connected to both of the trends that are doing well in Bangkok’s
food and beverage sector at the moment. Thai researchers have found both negative and
positive consumer behavior and attitudes concerning organic food (Yaemketsukhon and
Tilokavichai; Waratornpaibul). For instance, Yaemketsukhon and Tilokavichai’s research
shows that 75 percent of respondents living in Bangkok have eaten organic food; 42.2 per
cent of the respondents are disinterested in organic food because of its more expensive price
tag and another 34.3 per cent has a personal distaste for vegetables (218). The group that
purchases organic food the most are women aged between 20 and 30 years old, single and
possessing a bachelor’s degree (Yaemketsukhon and Tilokavichai 225). There is also an
emerging market for sustainable food in Bangkok (Kantamaturapoj et al. 268). Both
emerging trends are telling us that Bangkokians like to spend their time in cafés and are
willing to eat more sustainably, at least for their own well-being. Furthermore, living a
certain lifestyle - eating a certain kind of diet at a certain establishment - shows that people
want to express themselves and live according to their own values and tastes (Bourdieu 16970). Therefore, there must be particular groups of people who identify themselves as
“members” of the’ tribe, followers of these trends (e.g. café enthusiasts, vegan communities
etc.), as well as the “casual” customers. These so-called members of the gastronomic tribe are
like-minded people who actively respond to the symbolic meanings that these restaurants
owners or chefs are communicating through food and through the concepts mentioned above.
This all demonstrates the idealistic quality and the sense of community that are especially
present in craft-based productions.
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Position of the Thai Food and Beverage Sector within the Government’s Creative Economy
Policy
According to Thailand’s creative economy report, issued by the Office of the National
Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB), Thai cuisine is among the 15 sectors of
Thailand’s creative economy initiative (26). This initiative uses the UNCTAD’s definition4 of
a creative economy as a framework, dividing the sectors into the following categories:
heritage or cultural heritage, arts, media and functional creation (23-4). NESDB classifies
Thai cuisine as cultural and natural heritage. The food and beverage sector has therefore
already been recognized by the Thai government as an important part of the national heritage.
This implies that craft-based manufacturers, such as Organic Supply, could be supported by
the government if they incorporated traditional Thai cuisine into their menus. Moreover,
applying local wisdom, such as cooking traditional Thai cuisine, is considered one of the
characteristics of local embeddedness. Interestingly, the food and beverage sector does not
always play a role in other Asian countries’ creative economy policies. For instance, Hong
Kong does not include its national Cantonese cuisine (NESDB 55). On the other hand, the
recent widespread “Cool Japan” campaign by the Japanese government, also includes
Japanese food as one of the categories that it plans to promote further (METI).

The Cultural Roles of Food: What Images and Social Media Do

Food is not just about nutrition. There are social and cultural meanings attached to the food
that we eat, including the ways we interact with it, such as criticizing and photographing it.
Western sociologists and theorists, such as Georg Simmel, Pierre Bourdieu and Roland
Barthes, have all written about the social and cultural roles that food plays in our lives, be it
4

“An evolving concept which builds on the interplay between human creativity and ideas and intellectual
property, knowledge and technology. Essentially it is the knowledge-based economic activities upon which the
‘creative industries’ are based (UNCTAD).”
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to do with class, tastes or “the connotative value of food” (Bourdieu 187; Calefato et al. 374)
In “Food-ography: Food and New Media”, Calefato et al. argue that our society today is
orthorexic5 and that:
Food consumption has always been a way to build, share, and communicate bonds,
hierarchies, and social rules, but in our contemporary consumer society, food has
exceeded these specific roles and it has increasingly become a symbol of strong
connotative value. Food today has become a sort of social currency, and above all
with it everyone expresses their lifestyle, tastes, and attitudes. (372)
As Calefato et al. argue, one’s identity can even be defined “by what we eat and by the way
we eat it and, as a result of this, everyone everywhere is constantly speaking about food,
mainly through the media” (372). For example, veganism can definitely be part of one’s
identity. People can describe themselves with “I am a vegan” or “I live a zero-waste
lifestyle”. I agree with Calefato et al. that people like to express their “lifestyle, tastes and
attitudes” with food (372). The people that go to Organic Supply, for example, may regularly
identify themselves as vegans, vegetarians, health-conscious types, eco-friendly types, café
enthusiasts or all of them combined. Perhaps they believe in an environmentally friendly
lifestyle or maybe they are only starting to experiment with it. They may also enjoy the
aesthetic of the café, apart from also appreciating the direct attributes of the food, the drinks
or other products. These are the people who share similar “lifestyle, tastes and attitudes” with
Organic Supply (Calefato et al. 372).
One of the most popular ways in which people express their lifestyles, tastes and
attitudes regarding food is by using social media. This phenomenon is most evident on
Instagram due to its visually-oriented features. In general, we communicate about food
through the extensive use of texts and images. Art and the media have played crucial roles in

5

“An obsession for permanent and appropriate nourishment characterized by hyper-reflection” (Calefato et al. 373)
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making food culture the phenomenon that it is today, from still-life paintings, food
journalism, and food photography to posting a photo of a meal on social media (Calefato et
al. 383). Texts, images and media are thus significantly influential in the food and beverage
sector. Calefato et al. discuss the semiotics of food in the new media, especially in food
photography, in an illuminating way and conclude that “food photography turns into what
can be defined as lifestyle” (386). In Distinction, Bourdieu argues that self-expression is one
of the core characteristics of “new bourgeois taste” and that the heart of the modern consumer
appears to be individuality (Calefato et al. 386). Calefato et al. then explain the effect of selfexpression as the core characteristic of the “new bourgeois taste” as follows:
As a result of this, food photography can be interpreted as the main way of expressing
the freedom of an individual consumer in their choices; as a real element of the new
bourgeois lifestyle, it must be considered as an expression of the passions,
preferences, and habits of an enlarged group. In this perspective food photography
could be considered as an unconscious repetition mentioned in the programs of
homologated communication and alienated behaviors, quoted by Rossi-Landi. It is no
longer a free choice but instead an abductive behavior, a contagion resulting from the
pervasive use of new media. (386)

Their precise explanation clarifies why the middle and upper middle class “new bourgeoisie”
are passionate about expressing themselves through food photography. It is not only the act
of taking the photos that matters, but “self-expression” also does (Calefato et al. 386). I
would like to add to this argument that this phenomenon is also collective. People do not only
produce their own images and simply ignore those of others. They also observe other
people’s photos and therefore their self-expression, their lifestyles, tastes and attitudes. In this
sense, restaurants and/or craft-based manufacturers can express themselves to their target
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audience through food photography. This idea is especially relevant for Organic Supply
because it is significantly imbued with certain identities, values, lifestyles, tastes and
attitudes. As mentioned above, people who share these interests are likely to appreciate and
respond positively to the photos that Organic Supply posts on its Instagram account.
Even though taste is the most important sense involved when we experience food,
how it looks is just as important because the appearance of food also affects our taste
perception (Delwiche 503). Taste can only be communicated through media to a certain
extent, but the visual aesthetics of food can be lavishly expressed through photography. This
is why restaurants use texts and images to promote themselves effectively, especially through
digital photography and social media. Technological advances now allow them to produce
social media content easily, and this is especially beneficial for small craft-based
manufacturers who might not choose to hire media professionals. As Calefato et al. argue,
“[t]oday everyone who has a digital photo camera is endowed with a technological
empowered potentiality. Food photography is therefore a social and aesthetic practice” (385)
Organic Supply mostly sells food and posts images of food, but it sells other categories of
products as well. Thus, Organic Supply is not only doing food photography but it must also
capture everything that encompasses an environmentally sustainable lifestyle in their
Instagram images, in alignment with what Calefato et al. have said about self-expression and
lifestyle (386). Moreover, I find Calefato et al.’s application of semiotics to food photography
particularly interesting for I can see that self-expression through still life photography is
applicable to non-food photography as well and that we can “decode” images or find
meanings in images using semiotics as a helpful framework (Calefato et al. 371). I will
therefore also apply semiotics to my analysis of Organic Supply’s images on Instagram later
in this chapter and in the following one.
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Organic Supply’s Local Embeddedness

Geographic group formation was one of the qualities in craft-based manufacturing briefly
touched upon in the previous chapter. Local embeddedness is an aspect of craft-based
manufacturing in the third wave of the craft movement (Miller 5). Local embeddedness
involves standing against mass production by focusing on small-scale, local production. It
encompasses the preservation of local craft knowledge, “place-specific imagery”, the origins
of the product, and the location and community as the heart of craft-based manufacturing and
its involvement with regional identity formation (Miller 5).
In the following section, which will reveal the ways in which Organic Supply is
embedded in the local food and beverage sector in Bangkok, I will mainly discuss the aspect
of place and community as the “business philosophy” of the craft-based manufacturer (Miller
5). I view this quality as being the most essential because it encourages craft-based
manufacturers to form a supportive alliance despite the competitiveness in doing business.
Traditional local craft wisdom increases authenticity and supports effective local productions.
As Miller argues, “craft production systems are locally embedded in ways that present a
disincentive to offshoring” (5). Miller explains the cause of this whole idea/phenomenon as
follows:
The normative threads of environmentalism, anti-globalization and social justice that
run through the contemporary resurgence of craft lead craft producers to commit to
place and community as a central aspect of their business philosophy (5).

In my view, this is a powerful motivation that makes craft-based manufacturers gravitate
towards one another and that pushes them to build a community consisting of both consumers
and fellow craft-based manufacturers. In my view, it is precisely what Organic Supply is
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determined to accomplish as a craft-based manufacturer. The sense of community among
like-minded people will strengthen the movement - in this case, the health-conscious and
environmentally sustainable lifestyle - and make it more lasting. In addition, buying local
craft products can benefit the national economy and reduce carbon footprints. I believe that
the advantages of local embeddedness truly contribute to a more environmentally sustainable
lifestyle.

The Qualities of Local Embeddedness that Organic Supply Demonstrates

1. Building a Sense of Community
One of Organic Supply’s goals is to build a community for people who are interested in
consuming organic food and living a more sustainable lifestyle (Meechaisri). Thus, there are
various initiatives that it implements in order to bring people together – both Thai craft-based
manufacturers and consumers. Listed below are some examples of Organic Supply’s creative
decisions that contribute to how it builds a strong sense of community.

1.1 Selling Local Products
Organic Supply’s selection of packaged organic products consists of both food and non-food
products ranging from eggplant chips and fig syrup to organic skincare, ceramic dishes and
toothpaste tablets (Organic Supply). It is notable that almost all of these products are made in
Thailand and that Thai entrepreneurs are starting to make healthy organic products
independently, such as, for example, toothpaste tablets that are more common in Europe and
North America (Organic Supply).
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Fig. 16 Cheww.co’s toothpaste tablets sold at Organic Supply

The fact that Thai entrepreneurs have decided to produce sustainable products to convince
consumers to try them and even to risk failure means that they are starting to be more
concerned about environmental issues and can now see the importance of living more
sustainably. The proliferation of these products is evident on Organic Supply’s shop shelves
and Instagram feed. Its selection of environmentally sustainable products makes the café a
go-to place for customers. Likewise, if any other craft-based manufacturers or microenterprise owners want a distributor for their organic or eco-friendly products, they can pitch
them to Organic Supply. This entire network of local craft-based manufacturers benefits all,
because the makers can support one another and the customers can also give feedback and
help to support local businesses.
When all local actors – makers, sellers and buyers – who share the same lifestyle,
taste and values support one another, a sense of community is established. It strengthens the
idealistic views and lifestyles that these people are living by or are experimenting with. This
type of network also supports modern local craftsmanship as art and as potential national
craft products. For example, Organic Supply uses and also sells wooden kitchenware from
another Thai brand called Chabatree. In an Instagram post, Organic Supply tries to convince

6

All screenshots by the author; Organic Supply (2018-9)
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its followers that they should use wooden kitchenware, claiming that Chabatree is non-toxic
and is made of ethically sourced wood (Organic Supply). It also claims that Chabatree’s
products require fine craftsmanship to accomplish a smooth surface with a natural oil finish,
which makes them not only beautiful but also safe to use (Organic Supply). The
craftsmanship of Chabatree is what Organic Supply wants to highlight. As Miller argues,
craft-based manufacturers “seek out partnerships with local suppliers and choose to retail
either directly from their workshop or in locally-owned independent shops and markets” (5).

1.2 Community Events
Organizing events is another initiative that Organic Supply has implemented in order to bring
people together. One of its most recent events was the “Nakniwat Yard Sale”, which took
place on 18th November 2018. Organic Supply collaborated with a few other shops in the
neighborhood to organize this circular economy-inspired yard sale. The digital poster posted
on Organic Supply’s Instagram account advertised: “Cozy, local, Sunday”, “used items,
clothes and accessories, vinyl records, bikes and accessories, home-cooked food, healthy &
comfort food, street food, drinks & cocktails, coffee, beer & brew” (Organic Supply).

Fig. 2 Nakniwat Yard Sale digital poster
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The caption of this Instagram post was written in both in English and Thai. The English
caption was as follows:
We are happy to announce that we will be hosting our first Yard Sale with friends and
neighbours on Sunday 18th November. Pop in for secondhand items, vintage cameras,
home-roasted coffee, food and drinks with friendly vibes (Organic Supply).

In my view, its Instagram caption and the text on the digital poster appeal to a particular
group of people. First of all, its communication targets people who understand English. The
overall target group does not necessarily have to be people who are interested in a sustainable
lifestyle or in the circular-economy ethos of purchasing and using second-hand items, but it
can be anyone who is interested in the particular type of items mentioned or in food and
drinks. In my view, this event catered specifically to the new petite bourgeoisie, those who
have the cultural capital to appreciate some of the things that the event offered on an
intellectual level. For Thai people, knowing what a craft beer or Sangria is would require
some cultural capital because those drinks are not commonly recognized by all, compared,
for instance, to global brand soft drinks.
Another good example is an event mentioning vinyl records on its digital poster.
Collecting vinyl records is suitable for music enthusiasts who can afford to do so because it
tends to be an expensive hobby. Moreover, Organic Supply also posted an image of a crate of
vinyl records, among other second-hand items, with a New Order album on top of the stack
(Organic Supply). For people to recognize and appreciate this item, they must know New
Order.
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Fig. 3 A vinyl record of New Order at Nakniwat Yard Sale

According to Scott, “hipsters” are the new petite bourgeoisie of the present day that can be
identified as a group of people who have the cultural capital (63-4). He adds that hipsters “are
identified by current media as aficionados of ‘edgy’ art and neo-artisanal goods, architecture
and urbanism, organic and local food, obscure bands, op shop/thrift store aesthetics and
coffee” (Scott 63). This strategy from Organic Supply is interesting because it can bring
people with similar interests together and can clearly establish the aesthetics and what is
involved in this event. Although the event was not objectively inclusive because its target
group was the new petite bourgeoisie, it could nevertheless still attract curious passers-by
living in this neighbourhood.
It is also worth noting that one of the shops co-operating in this event is called
Thieves Studio, a curated secondhand fashion re-seller (Thieves Studio). It is interesting how
cultural micro-enterprises that work towards sustainable fashion are becoming more common
in Bangkok, similar to the local products mentioned above. Moreover, Organic Supply also
participates in events hosted by other organizations, such as, for instance, the Vegan Food
Festival 2018 at Central Eastville Department Store (Organic Supply). These examples show
that Organic Supply is both an initiator of and a participant in local events, which leads to a
sense of community, a characteristic essential to local embeddedness.
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2. Place-Specific Imagery and Traditional Local Wisdom
According to Miller, place-specific imagery and traditional local wisdom are also
components of local embeddedness (5). These qualities are present in Organic Supply but
only to a certain extent. First of all, some of the ingredients of its drinks are not locally
grown. For example, acai berry, which is not grown in Thailand, is one of the ingredients in
its smoothie recipes. However, Organic Supply does use some local products, such as kale
harvested from a vegetable garden in the neighborhood (Organic Supply).
Second, most of Organic Supply’s food and beverages is not based on traditional or
local knowledge. Its bakery menu mostly consists of Western flavors, such as honeycomb
lemon curd poppy seed cheesecake, berry cheesecake, etc. In my view, Organic Supply
should incorporate more local flavors and ingredients to make it a more authentic café in
Bangkok. Some items on the menu, however, do already have “Thai flavors”, such as
coconut mint smoothies or Thai passion fruit flavor in the passion fruit Earl Grey cake.
Third, Organic Supply’s products, including its food and drinks, do not possess placespecific imagery. In other words, these products do not evoke imagery of Bangkok or
Thailand. Most packaging, including that for the products of other local craft-based
manufacturers, looks “international”. The interior design of the café also does not look
“Thai” and does not incorporate unique elements that signify the country or the city, such as
decorations with traditional or contemporary Thai painting or sculpture, Thai textiles as
cushion covers or a Bangkok-themed wall illustration. However, this is not necessarily a
negative aspect because most people can still appreciate the common international aesthetic.
It is only that place-specific imagery is an element that can make craft-based products or a
craft-based manufacturer more authentic and that can contribute to product differentiation
(Miller 5). Miller uses Portland craft beer as an example in her article, explaining that those
local craft beer brands tend to feature place-specific imagery in their product packaging (5).
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Miller further argues that “like other cultural product industries, craft-based manufacturing
sectors rely upon a production system that constantly consumes, creates and reinforces placespecific imagery as a means of product differentiation” (5).
Finally, Organic Supply does not apply traditional Thai wisdom to its food, drinks and
products. Local wisdom, in this case, is craft knowledge that is in itself “geographically
“sticky”” (Miller 5). According to Miller, “it is situated in particular locales, being largely
developed and exchanged through localized production networks” (5). Even though there is
no special Thai craft knowledge, such as fruit carving, weaving or traditional cuisine, applied
in Organic Supply’s products, some of its product selection from other local craft-based
manufacturers nevertheless still demonstrates local wisdom. For instance, the brand
Herpiness uses Thai herbs to make aromatic herbal balms and inhalers, which are products of
the traditional Thai wisdom with which Thai people are familiar. Similar to possessing placespecific imagery, applying local wisdom can also add authenticity to the products and to
Organic Supply as a brand. National identity and wisdom can be especially attractive to
foreign customers. Although not being the most essential, these aspects of local
embeddedness nevertheless can play beneficial roles, especially when it comes to place
branding and tourism in Bangkok.

The Visual Aesthetic of Organic Supply’s Local Embeddedness Qualities

In this part, I argue that the images of food on Organic Supply’s Instagram stylize the
environmentally friendly lifestyle in order to attract a specific audience. These images also
demonstrate the aesthetic and stylisation of craft-based production mentioned in Chapter
One. As stated in the introduction to this thesis, I plan to carry out a visual analysis of
Organic Supply’s images on Instagram in order to show how Organic Supply uses images to
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present the visual aesthetics of its local embeddedness qualities. I first selected 51 images that
demonstrate local embeddedness from Organic Supply’s Instagram and labelled them as
Group One. I then analysed them by labelling visual components in the images with my own
keywords. I then categorised these keywords using open coding. The categories included
location, depth of field, lighting, camera distance, main subject, settings and props. Next, I
counted the number of keywords to see which ones were the most represented. The images
and the tables showing this analysis may be found in the Appendices. The following tables
summarize the number of keywords in each category. Finally, in the next part of this chapter
I will interpret the results using semiotics.

Table 1 Locations in which the images in Group One were shot
Location

COUNTA of Location COUNTA of Location

Outdoor

29

56.86%

Indoor

22

43.14%

0

0.00%

Grand Total 51

100.00%

Table 2 Depth of field in which the images in Group One were shot
Depth of field COUNTA of Depth of field COUNTA of Depth of field
Shallow

10

19.61%

Medium

16

31.37%

Deep

25

49.02%

0

0.00%

Grand Total 51

100.00%

Table 3 Lighting in which the images in Group One were shot
Lighting

COUNTA of Lighting COUNTA of Lighting

Natural

40

78.43%

Artificial

11

21.57%
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0

0.00%

Grand Total 51

100.00%

Table 4 Camera distances in which the images in Group One were shot
Camera distance

COUNTA of Camera distance COUNTA of Camera distance

Medium shot

4

7.84%

Medium long shot

8

15.69%

Medium close up shot 1

1.96%

Long shot

5

9.80%

Extreme close up shot 3

5.88%

Close up shot

30

58.82%

0

0.00%

51

100.00%

Grand Total

Table 5 Main subjects of the images in Group One
Main Subject

COUNTA of Main Subject COUNTA of Main Subject

Packaged food

15

16.30%

Packaged non-food

7

7.61%

Nakniwat yard sale

7

7.61%

People

6

6.52%

English language

6

6.52%

Male

5

5.43%

Handwriting

5

5.43%

Young

4

4.35%

Hands

4

4.35%

Holiday

3

3.26%

Gift

3

3.26%

Food

3

3.26%

Female

3

3.26%

Smiling

2

2.17%

Packaged drinks

2

2.17%

Organic Supply canvas bag

2

2.17%

Miscellaneous second-hand items 2

2.17%

Clipboard

2.17%

2
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Wooden kitchenware

1

1.09%

Vinyl records

1

1.09%

Shop shelves

1

1.09%

People

1

1.09%

Organic Supply's booth

1

1.09%

Nakniwat Yard Sale

1

1.09%

Illustration

1

1.09%

Decorative items

1

1.09%

Central Eastville

1

1.09%

Canvas bag

1

1.09%

Basket

1

1.09%

0

0.00%

92

100.00%

Grand Total

Table 6 Setting and props of the images in Group One

Setting and props

COUNTA of Setting COUNTA of Setting and
and props
props

Green leaves

13

8.02%

Wooden table top

9

5.56%

Wooden kitchenware

9

5.56%

White mosaic tiles

7

4.32%

String lights

7

4.32%

Glass vase

6

3.70%

English language

6

3.70%

Dried flowers

5

3.09%

Unpackaged food

4

2.47%

People

4

2.47%

Miscellaneous second-hand items

4

2.47%

Clothing rack

4

2.47%

Water

3

1.85%

Tablecloth

3

1.85%

Packaged non-food

3

1.85%

None

3

1.85%
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Canvas sign

3

1.85%

Book

3

1.85%

Wooden tray

2

1.23%

White flowers

2

1.23%

Unpackaged non-food

2

1.23%

Tree

2

1.23%

Shop shelves

2

1.23%

Potted plants

2

1.23%

Pine cones

2

1.23%

Organic Supply canvas bag

2

1.23%

Handwriting

2

1.23%

Dry ear of rice

2

1.23%

Drinks

2

1.23%

Cooking utensils

2

1.23%

Concrete

2

1.23%

Chairs

2

1.23%

Bags

2

1.23%

Wooden table

1

0.62%

Wooden make-up brush

1

0.62%

Wire basket

1

0.62%

White ceramic kitchenware

1

0.62%

Vinyl records

1

0.62%

Vegetable

1

0.62%

Tables

1

0.62%

Silver spoon

1

0.62%

Shoes

1

0.62%

Plastic wrap

1

0.62%

Plastic forks

1

0.62%

Plastic bottles

1

0.62%

Packaged food

1

0.62%

Packaged drinks

1

0.62%

Organic Supply sign

1

0.62%

Organic Supply paper bags

1

0.62%

Old record player

1

0.62%

Neon sign

1

0.62%
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Neighbourhood shops

1

0.62%

Napkins

1

0.62%

Ice cubes

1

0.62%

Hands

1

0.62%

Green ribbon

1

0.62%

Glass jars

1

0.62%

Fruit

1

0.62%

Food

1

0.62%

Flyers

1

0.62%

Female

1

0.62%

Disposable cups

1

0.62%

Decorative item

1

0.62%

Clothing

1

0.62%

Canvas bag

1

0.62%

Brown paper plates

1

0.62%

Bamboo basket

1

0.62%

Aluminum tray

1

0.62%

Aluminum buckets

1

0.62%

0

0.00%

162

100.00%

Grand Total

Interpretation of the Results: Images of Local Embeddedness

The images were shot both outdoors and indoors, with 29 counts and 22 counts respectively.
Most images were shot in natural light, which gives a slightly warm tint to the images. There
are eleven images, all of which were of the yard sale, that were shot in artificial light. This
was only because the event lasted until after sunset. For this reason, artificial light was the
main light sources during the evening of the event.
When it came to the main subjects, of the 92 keywords ‘packaged food’ was the one
most frequently used. This shows that Organic Supply mostly selects this product category
from other craft-based manufacturers rather than selecting packaged non-food, which ranks
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second with 7 counts. These product images were mostly shot in close-up and in natural light,
which helped to show the overall appearance of the products and the labels more clearly. This
comes as no surprise because Organic Supply’s main communication objective is the
promotion of the products. Another keyword that ranked high was ‘Nakniwat Yard Sale’,
with 7 keyword counts, resulting from Organic Supply’s posting of 20 images of this event. It
demonstrates that Organic Supply made a particular effort to capture live moments of this
event for the event itself was significant to Organic Supply’s business and its role as a craftbased manufacturer. The images of the yard sale were captured using various camera
distances, which added dynamics to the images of this event. The images captured the event
well with various shots of objects and people and also succeeded in evoking the atmosphere
of the event. However, there were not that many images of food and drinks. To sum up, the
event delivered the “Cosy, Local, Sunday” atmosphere that Organic Supply had promoted on
the digital poster.
Other notable main subjects are people, the English language, handwriting, the young
and hands. The keyword “people” signifies the sense of community, especially in the images
from the Nakniwat Yard Sale. It shrewdly showed that Organic Supply puts more emphasis
on people than on the objects on sale at the event. It is also notable that the English language
is frequently featured as the main subject of the images. However, this English language on
product packaging does not count because I consider it to be the decision of other brands and
not that of Organic Supply. This supports my previous observation that Organic Supply’s
target audience mainly consists of Thai people who understand English at a certain level and
perhaps also of foreigners living in Bangkok. The fact that the Nakniwat Yard Sale was
advertised in English rather than in Thai is an interesting finding because it shows how using
a foreign language is now regarded as a characteristic of being bourgeois. The event focused
on young people, as can be seen from the images used in its promotion. The hands in these
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images, usually holding an object, signify human touch, interaction and life as if they are
giving a soul to an inanimate object. There are also objects with handwriting in these images.
In my view, handwritten things also signify the human touch. These particular types of
handwriting create a feeling of coziness, which is then associated with the objects on sale.
In my opinion, setting and props are as important as the main subjects of the images
because they are decorative images that convey symbolic meanings. Similar to the setting and
props in motion pictures, the objects are visible in the frame for a reason, even if it is only to
make something look aesthetically pleasing. Among the selected images for the analysis of
local embeddedness, the following objects were the most featured: green leaves, a wooden
table top, wooden kitchenware, white mosaic tiles, string lights, glass vases, dried flowers,
unpackaged food, miscellaneous second-hand items and clothing racks. It is evident that
Organic Supply mainly uses natural elements as decorative objects. The green leaves signify
freshness, the lushness of nature and the calmness from their green color. Wooden objects are
another main natural element that signifies calmness, nature and a certain down-to-earth
quality. There are also other natural elements that have a lower count, namely, water, a tree,
potted plants, pine cones, white flowers (Jasmine), a dry ear of rice, fruit (figs), and
vegetables (eggplants). However, most of these natural elements are not associated with
place-specific imagery. The only two objects that I can identify as signifying Thailand’s
national identity are the dry ear of rice and jasmine, which is also a symbol of Thai Mother’s
Day. Dried flowers signify delicateness and fragility. They are not fresh like the green leaves,
but they make the main subjects appear soft and gentle. When it comes to elements that are
not natural, white mosaic tiles signify cleanliness and order. One may also think of a
bathroom or kitchen backsplash, which makes white mosaic tiles suitable as props for nonfood items. Organic Supply made a good use of this visual element because white mosaic
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tiles were used in images of products, such as organic make-up, soap, lip balm and cooking
sauce.
String lights are present in many images of the Nakniwat yard sale. I believe they
have become one of the staple objects that add warm light and a feeling of coziness to a
place. The keyword “unpackaged food” in this case refers to food that is used as a prop, such
as, for example, a splash of honey or pieces of an eggplant. This technique is prominent in
food styling. It signifies the feeling of having plenty to eat and also revels in casual,
somewhat messy aesthetics. It also showcases what the food actually looks like when it is out
of its packaging. Thus, by making it visible and look appetizing as a prop, the main subjects
are accentuated. Miscellaneous used items and clothing racks received several counts because
they were the main offers of the yard sale. The images of these objects show us that we have
plenty to use and to choose from and that the circular economy is indeed abundant. These
objects look appealing when they are arranged and captured in different kinds of shots and
with differences in depth of field. The keywords that reappear in the setting and props, in
addition to being the main subjects, are people and the English language. The results
demonstrate that these two elements are also important for enhancing the main subject and
for conveying a similar and coherent meaning, as discussed above.

Conclusion

In the overall food and beverage sector in Bangkok, there are currently emerging organic
food trends and more and more cafés opening in bustling districts (Wongnai). There are also
more vegan and vegetarian restaurants, including ones that focus on sustainable practices
(Wongnai). Each gastronomic establishment has its own ways of practicing environmental
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sustainability. The main interests are veganism and organic food, both of which my case
study of Organic Supply addresses.
In my view, establishments, such as Organic Supply, help to encourage people to
consider more about well-being and to live more sustainably by creating and promoting
vegan and organic food. For me, Organic Supply’s creative vegan and organic food are
symbolic creations. The notion of food as a symbolic creation is not yet widely accepted as a
core creative industry or included in Western countries’ creative economy policies. However,
to its credit the Thai government does include traditional Thai cuisine in its creative economy
policies. I therefore strongly believe that sustainable restaurants that incorporate the wisdom
of traditional Thai cuisine into their menus can expect support from the government and
positive reactions from consumers, locals and foreign tourists alike.
The cultural role of the food and beverage sector discussed in this chapter involved
identity and self-expression through social media, a phenomenon identified as “an orthorexic
society” (Calefato et al. 373). Nowadays, many of us use food to identify ourselves and it has
become a prominent part of many people’s lives. Many of us also express ourselves through
food photography on social media, especially Instagram. We intentionally show our followers
what we eat to show who we are and what constitutes our taste. At the same time, we enjoy
looking at other people’s food photography, which means there is also the opportunity for
cafés and restaurants to attract customers by posting images on Instagram. This phenomenon
shows that Organic Supply has plenty of reasons to put both time and effort into its
promotional images of food and other products on social media. People tend to be more
invested in producing and looking at these images most probably because they are connected
to identity and self-expression.
Local embeddedness in the context of craft-based manufacturing involves many
aspects, such as guilds, a sense of community, place-specific imagery and traditional local
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wisdom. These aspects of local embeddedness are essential because they strengthen the craft
movement and support the local economy. Moreover, the sense of community is social,
which can in itself further reinforce the craft movement.
I have shown that Organic Supply has some of the qualities that I initially identified in
this chapter as being typical of local embeddedness. The most prominent ones, in my opinion,
are its determination to build a sense of community, its collaboration with other local craftbased manufacturers and its promotion of their products. However, Organic Supply does not
fully apply place-specific imagery and traditional local wisdom in the presentation of its own
food and beverages. In my view, Organic Supply already focuses on the productive and
beneficial part of local embeddedness. Not applying strong place-specific imagery and
traditional local wisdom does not at the moment lead to any grave disadvantages. There are
more productive ways of applying these two aspects. For example, strong place-specific
imagery can be marketed to tourists and can even rejuvenate locals’ perspective of Bangkok.
Traditional wisdom can still be useful because it was developed to be effective in a particular
region with particular local resources. Moreover, traditional wisdom usually incorporates
local resources, which thrive better in that particular geographical area and create a more
cost-effective supply chain.
After analysing the images on Organic Supply’s Instagram account, the results show
that Organic Supply is aiming to build a sense of community through visual depictions of
people and a “cozy” welcoming atmosphere. In my view, this approach appeals especially to
the new petite bourgeoisie because several visual elements appeal to this group of ‘hipster’
people and because it also includes many visual representations of the English language. It
therefore comes as no surprise that Organic Supply uses visual elements of natural items as
settings and props and mostly shoots images with natural lighting in order to convey the
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genuineness of the products and so distinguish them from those of other craft-based
manufacturers.
This chapter has described the current landscape of the food and beverage sector in
Bangkok and has demonstrated that visual elements in the selected images on Organic
Supply’s Instagram account convey the café’s identity and attract the people who identify
themselves with this particular visual aesthetic. This chapter has also shown that craft-based
manufacturers and consumers together constitute a community that supports local craft
production and micro-enterprises for more sustainable production and consumption. Organic
Supply does so by hosting well-publicized events and posting visual communications on
Instagram. The next chapter will explore Organic Supply’s waste reduction initiatives and
their notion of veganism as a means to reduce waste and will discuss the ways in which
Organic Supply uses images to present the visual aesthetic of its own waste reduction
initiatives.
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Chapter Three
Organic Supply’s Waste Reduction Initiatives

Introduction

Before single-use plastic was common in Thailand, Thai vendors at fresh markets used to sell
food wrapped in banana leaves. This type of all-natural food packaging has been common in
Asia, for instance, Chinese rice dumplings are wrapped, cooked and sold in lotus leaves.
Even though natural food packaging is still common nowadays, the convenience of using
plastic has taken over. In fact, this is now one of the main examples of waste problems in the
food and beverage sector. This chapter will first identify some of the ways in which the food
and beverage sector creates waste, in order to explain why restaurants and cafés like Organic
Supply are motivated to reduce their waste. There are two main points that I would like to
discuss regarding waste problems in this sector: single-use plastic usage and veganism as a
way to reduce waste. Next, I will identify, explain and carry out a discourse analysis on
Organic Supply’s waste reduction initiatives. I aim to emphasise Organic Supply’s vegan
menu in order to make a cohesive connection to the arguments supporting veganism as a
solution to waste reduction. This part of the chapter resonates with the idealistic views of the
craft movement discussed in Chapter One. I will then carry out an image analysis using the
same method as in the previous chapter in order to reveal how Organic Supply styles its
waste reduction initiatives. The images will yet again show that stylisation is one of the most
essential qualities of craft-based manufacturing in the twenty-first century. Finally, I will
interpret the results of the analysis and discuss the gained insights. In my opinion, Organic
Supply’s idealistic views and stylisation of waste reduction initiatives will remain essential to
its operations as a craft-based manufacturer in Bangkok’s food and beverage sector. I hope
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that this chapter can critically demonstrate the ways in which craft-based manufacturers in
this sector can reduce waste, especially single-use plastic, and inspire their customers to do so
too.

Waste problems and Organic Supply’s Waste Reduction Initiatives

There are two types of waste that I believe to be the main problem associated with the food
and beverage sector all over the world, and not only in Bangkok. The first type of waste is
plastic, especially single-use, which is nowadays the most common type of food packaging.
The second type is waste water. This type of waste is a little more intangible to most people
because we do not see it in our daily lives. The negative effects of both types of waste
contribute to bigger environmental crises, causing a boom in information and global activism
concerning these issues. As a result, stories about both types of waste have been covered even
more extensively in the media over the last decade and have reached many people. I believe
that, although it is challenging to make our lives as consumers and our products as business
owners more sustainable, it is nevertheless worth implementing better alternatives. One of the
ways to do so is through more consciously interacting with food, which is anyway something
that most of us do on a daily basis. I will first discuss the plastic waste problems relating to
the food and beverage sector in Bangkok and then address Organic Supply’s waste reduction
initiatives. I will go on to discuss veganism as a way to reduce waste water and then explore
Organic Supply’s vegan menu. The objective of discussing these waste issues is to explain
the rationale behind Organic Supply’s waste reduction initiatives. In other words, knowing
more about plastic waste in Thailand and veganism as a way to reduce waste water will help
us to understand more about why and how Organic Supply has established itself as an
environmental craft-based manufacturer.
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Plastic Waste in Thailand and Organic Supply’s Reusable Products
According to Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit, “Thailand is one of the main plastic
manufacturers and contributors of plastic in Asia” (11). Not only do we produce the most but
we also use it extensively, resulting in approximately 2.048 million tons of plastic
consumption from an industrial scale to normal household use (Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit
11). As a consumer, anyone will be able to see that Bangkok’s food and beverage sector
makes extensive use of single-use plastic. The sight of Thai curries being sold at fresh
markets or on the street in small clear plastic bags is very common. To me, it is now almost
considered to be part of our national identity.

Fig. 47 Thai curries in single-use plastic bags

Single-use plastic food packaging, such as cups, bowls and cutlery, are commonly found in
convenience stores and at street food stalls and markets in Bangkok. While not as common,
some cafés and restaurants still use those single-use plastic products to serve both dine-in
customers and those who order to-go. An overwhelming amount of plastic production is still
being used in the food and beverage sector; as Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit state:
The production of plastic packaging can be classified as bag packaging, which
accounted for 0.476 million tons, and other packaging such as boxes or cups, which
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Image downloaded from https://pantip.com/topic/37834731 in June 2019.
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accounted for 1.482 million tons. Domestic consumption in Thailand is approximately
40 kg. per year/person. (11-2)
It would indeed have been interesting if Thai people had stuck to the traditional ways of
using natural materials as food packaging. Although Organic Supply does not normally use
packaging from fresh natural material, there is one example of a leaf plate used in one of the
Nakniwat Yard Sale’s kiosks.

Fig. 58 Northern-style Thai sausage served on natural materials

There are advantages and disadvantages to both natural and plastic packaging. Banana leaf
plates and bowls, for example, although biodegradable, might be too unstable to hold. As a
result, one might risk spilling food when using banana leaves. If chemicals were used on the
banana leaves, then it would be harmful to use such leaves with food. In a similar vein,
plastic can be harmful to the environment and our bodies in many ways but it does
undoubtedly provide us with convenience. Plastic is not the ultimate villain, as postconsumer plastic can still be useful. Nevertheless, the harm of single-use plastic outweighs
the convenience, according to Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit (12-3). The convenience and the
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All screenshots by author; Organic Supply (2018-9)
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low cost of single-use plastic in Thailand have made it more popular than natural materials.
This is especially the case for street food or food sold at markets rather than in restaurants
and cafés, where they often use re-usable utensils. In my opinion, the most prominent
examples of a single-use plastic product that many restaurants and cafés still use are plastic
straws. Organic Supply used to use biodegradable straws in-store but they have recently
switched to using reusable straws for dine-in customers (Organic Supply).
In Thailand, plastic waste has increased by approximately 2 million tons every year
for the past ten years (Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit 12). Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit warn
us that “the concerns have also increased due to the non-degradability of plastic and the toxic
gas that is generated from plastic waste incineration” (12). According to them, there are three
methods for plastic waste disposal, namely landfill, recycling and incineration (Wichai-utcha
and Chavalparit 12). Landfill is the most used method of the three (Wichai-utcha and
Chavalparit 12). They discuss the problem that comes with recycling; in their own words:
most plastic wastes do not have high potential to be recycled as 80% of plastic wastes
are contaminated, such as plastic bags and packaging, which are made from high
density polyethylene (HDPE), polypropylene (PP) and low-density polyethylene
(LDPE). The costs of eliminating, collecting and cleaning these types of waste are
quite high. (13)

This is a problem with the system as a whole, not only with the industries and consumers.
The consequences of improper waste disposal include drainage pipes being blocked, leading
to flooding and waste leaking into rivers and seas (Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit 13). The
Department of Marine and Coastal Resources of Thailand also stated in its database of waste
in 2015 that “plastic bags were the most common type of waste in the sea, which accounted
for 13%, followed by plastic straws (10%), plastic caps and plastic food containers, which
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each contributed 8%” (Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit 13). Production, consumption and
waste management all in their various ways contribute to the ineffectiveness of Thailand’s
plastic waste management (Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit 13). Finally, Wichai-utcha and
Chavalparit have identified people, legislation and infrastructure as being the three “key
barriers to plastic waste recycling and management” (16). According to them, one of the
pitfalls as far as people are concerned is that “[t]he consumption patterns of Thai people
involve a high use of plastic bags as food containers, which in turn contaminates the bags and
makes them unlikely to be reused or recycled” (Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit 16).
Establishments, such as Organic Supply and its customers, fall into this “people” category.
Business owners and consumers must contribute to better waste management. One of the
ways to do so is to reduce waste in the first place before the problem becomes overwhelming.
Organic Supply is one of the establishments that has tried to reduce single-use plastic in a
number of ways.

1. Organic Supply’s Own Reusable Products
Organic Supply offers reusable alternatives to the single-use plastic products mentioned
above. It has introduced common products, such as reusable to-go cups and reusable canvas
bags, that other global chain cafés, such as Starbucks, also sell. Other products are quite
unique, marketed by Organic Supply as “eco-products” and “zero-waste products” (Organic
Supply). These include utensil kits, lunchboxes, tiffin boxes, net bags, reusable to-go cups,
reusable straws, reusable canvas bags and reusable produce bags.
My only concern about these products is whether they have been produced
sustainably and ethically. In my opinion, Organic Supply’s reusable products are attractive
and fashionable. The design of these reusable products can also be seen as being more
beautiful and tasteful than single-use versions. Public opinion also matters, as it ever more
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frequently advocates environmental sustainability. Both factors encourage this trend and
make single-use plastic products seem unfashionable. Therefore, Organic Supply owners
apply their own social, symbolic, economic and cultural capital to the process of
merchandising these products. By designing and branding these products to look aesthetically
pleasing, Organic Supply attracts customers with similar tastes, including people who merely
want to reduce their single-use plastic consumption. Most Thai people are already familiar
with tiffin boxes, reusable to-go cups, lunchboxes and canvas bags. However, the reusable
produce bags, reusable straws and utensil kits are quite new to them. Organic Supply will be
one of the establishments that makes reusable products more common in Bangkok.
Moreover, the aesthetics of these products may also make the sustainable lifestyle more
popular among Thai people. Even though it is shallow to think of this lifestyle as a trend, to
flaunt objects and a particular lifestyle just for the sake of aesthetics, it should still in my
view be considered to be progress.

2. Reusable Products from Other Brands
In my view, Organic Supply’s decision to sell reusable products from other brands should be
considered as one of its waste reduction initiatives. Products, such as toothpaste tablets,
bamboo toothbrushes or beeswax wraps, are as yet not very common in Thailand. Organic
Supply has already introduced them to its customers, making these products more common
and less intimidating to Thai people. The effectiveness and the pitfalls of these products will
be shared through word-of-mouth. As a result, people will feel more willing to try products
that they are less familiar with. When they do so, they will create less demand for single-use
plastic products.
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3. Using Proper Utensils to Serve Food and Drinks
Organic Supply serves its food and drinks in the old-fashioned way; it does not use single-use
plastic cups, straws, plates or utensils. In general, one would think that cafés would not serve
food in single-use items when customers dine in, but some of them in Bangkok still do. When
customers order drinks to-go, however, Organic Supply opts for bioplastic cups and straws
(Organic Supply).

4. Planting Herbs
According to Organic Supply’s Instagram post on 6 June 2017, Organic Supply plants its
own herbs, which helps to reduce plastic bags and other packaging waste that comes with
herbs otherwise bought from supermarkets. This initiative also encourages its staff to use its
own herbs as ingredients or as food decoration.

Veganism as a Solution to Waste Water Reduction and Organic Supply’s Vegan Menu
In an article entitled “The Hidden Water Resource Use Behind Meat and Dairy”, Arjen Y.
Hoekstra claims that “in industrialized countries, moving toward a vegetarian diet can reduce
the food-related water footprint of people by 36%” (3). The concept of a water footprint
involves tracking the amount of water used in agriculture and in the production of consumer
goods (Hoekstra 3). Although this article only mentions a vegetarian diet, it implies that a
vegan diet can also contribute to waste reduction, specifically of waste water, because this
stricter type of diet eliminates all kinds of animal products. Hoekstra’s research demonstrates
that “the meat and dairy sectors contribute more than one-quarter to the global water footprint
of humanity” (8). A vegan diet produces a much smaller water footprint compared to that
produced from consuming animal products. In other words, it helps to reduce the water
otherwise wasted in animal agriculture. Although this method of waste reduction is not as
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“tangible” as reducing plastic waste, the concept of a water footprint reminds us of the
amount of water used in the production of our food. It is important to be reminded of how
much we use water because it is still arguably the most valuable natural resource for human
beings. Food should not be overlooked, even though the impact of what we eat may seem
small and trivial when we only focus on ourselves and not on the industry as a whole. Many
business owners in the food and beverage sectors have started to see ways in which veganism
can benefit society other than simply reducing waste water. Although there are still heated
debates about veganism, this type of diet has been on the rise in recent years. From raw
ingredients like “Beyond Meat” to vegan restaurants, the vast food and beverage sector as a
whole sees the opportunity for growth in a vegan diet, whether it be for profit, for altruism, or
even both. Some consumers see veganism as a type of diet, some see it as a holistic way of
life, a way of eliminating all animal products from their consumption. Not wearing any
clothing made from animal materials, such as wool, silk, fur or leather, is another example of
a vegan way of life.

1. Organic Supply’s Vegan Menu
Organic Supply offers vegan bakery, which includes desserts and bread. Drinks, such as tea,
coffee and most smoothies, are also already vegan. The rest of the menu ranges from
vegetarian, dairy-free, egg-free, low-fat to low-sugar. Two of the co-owners stated in an
interview that one of their main goals was to make healthy food taste good because people
tended to think that this type of food was bland (Meechaisri). Likewise, vegan food is
typically perceived as being less flavorful than food that includes meat and dairy. People also
tend to think that vegan baking is not as tasty or as satisfying as traditional baking made with
eggs and dairy products. They tend to miss the creaminess of milk and cream and the rich,
buttery taste and smell of butter. In my opinion, Organic Supply made a good decision to still
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serve both vegan and non-vegan dishes because people with different diets can still eat
together. At the same time, the people who are curious about the vegan diet can easily try
Organic Supply’s vegan baking and drinks, both of which are made with the intention of
improving the taste of the products (Meechaisri). Below is a list of Organic Supply’s vegan
baking and drinks, according to its Instagram account (Organic Supply). Images, hashtags
and captions of this vegan baking and drinks were posted from March 2018 to April 2019.
The purpose of presenting this list is to show some examples of Organic Supply’s extensive
vegan baking selection and drinks.

1. “GB’s cookies”: “Vegan 100%, whole wheat, low fat, no refined sugar, rich in
fiber” (Organic Supply)
2. Lat Maprao: Organic coconut and mint smoothies (Organic Supply)
3. Berry smoothies
4. Vegan superfood tart: “Gluten-free, no sugar added except raspberry sauce,
spirulina, banana, cocoa, almond milk, high-antioxidant” (Organic Supply)
5. Whole wheat pumpkin black sesame bread: “#veganbread #dairyfree #eggfree
#ricebranoil #organicsupply” (Organic Supply)
6. Vegan smoothies for vegan festivals
7. Vegan cupcakes with walnuts
8. Fresh whole coconut
9. Mango smoothie “Mango Submarine” made with mango, banana and soy milk
(Organic Supply; Medium)
10. Whole wheat tofu perilla seed bread: “vegan, no egg, no dairy, homemade
tofu” (Organic Supply)
11. “Vegan chocolate banana cake” (Organic Supply)
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12. “Charcoal broccoli quinoa bagel” (Organic Supply)
13. “Whole wheat banana walnut bread” (Organic Supply)
14. “Whole wheat pumpkin black sesame” bread (Organic Supply)
15. “Multigrain cranberry” bread (Organic Supply)
16. “Organic multigrain soy bread” (Organic Supply)
17. “Wood Echo” smoothie made with almond, banana, soy milk, cinnamon
(Organic Supply; Medium)

According to some of its Instagram captions, Organic Supply mostly promotes the health
benefits of its food, and not the ethical or environmental benefits of a vegan diet. However, it
does not really matter whether they promote these aspects or not. In my opinion, encouraging
people to care about their own health can already be considered a positive communication. It
can be an indirect way of making the vegan diet more common in Thailand and subsequently
contributing to waste water reduction. Even though I have not tasted any of the food
mentioned above, most of the combinations of the various ingredients seem simple and
promising, such as, for instance, the combination of mango, banana and soy milk in the vegan
mango smoothie (Medium). In my view, Organic Supply’s decision to create attractive vegan
baked goods and drinks with simple ingredient combinations is a clever one. Using
ingredients that are too uncommon or unknown for Thai people could intimidate them,
especially those who are unsure about vegan food. For example, some may be dubious and
skeptical about the vegan superfood tart because there is an unusual ingredient, such as
spirulina, in it. Although spirulina is mostly known among health enthusiasts and food
fanatics, others might be intimidated by it.
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Fig. 6 Organic Supply’s vegan superfood tart

In my view, the new petite bourgeoisie tend to be more adventurous with food than others
because they are mostly young people with cultural capital. According to Michael Scott, the
new petite bourgeoisie and its sub-group “hipsters” are interested in refined, dynamic and
stylish aesthetic tastes (63-4). Their enthusiasm for aesthetic tastes can lead them to
experience new food trends or unfamiliar foreign cuisines. A certain level of cultural capital
is needed in order to truly appreciate special diets or cuisines. For instance, people with less
culture capital could be puzzled by the vegan superfood tart mentioned above because of its
unfamiliarity.
The following text is the Instagram caption that accompanies the image of Organic
Supply’s vegan superfood tart: “Gluten free, no sugar added except raspberry sauce, spirulina,
banana, cocoa, almond milk, and high-antioxidant”. Here, another ingredient is mentioned –
“spirulina” is quite new and interesting in the food scene. It is added to several kinds of food,
such as smoothies and ice cream, to add more nutrients to the food and to give the food the
eye-catching teal color. In my view, some Thai people may have known spirulina as an
ingredient in food supplements before becoming aware of it from the recent food trend
emanating from Western countries. For this reason, there are Thai people who have already
heard about spirulina as a health-benefiting ingredient, but not all of them will recognize it. In
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conclusion, the vegan superfood tart, which represents Organic Supply’s overall vegan menu,
is the brainchild of Organic Supply’s four co-owners. It has been created under the influence
of the new cultural capital that many Thai people, but not all, will already be aware of and
appreciate. If the four co-owners were of a different social class or had more or less or
different kinds of cultural capital, their vegan food creations would assuredly be different.

Other Miscellaneous Initiatives
1. Food Waste Reduction
Another notable point about Organic Supply’s food is the serving size. On 17 May 2019,
Organic Supply posted an image of its cake in a smaller size, which they claimed to be
suitable for 2-3 people who are afraid of not finishing larger cakes (Organic Supply).
Although it did not state explicitly that it was trying to reduce food waste, I think this is
another one of their thoughtful prescient ideas. The portion size of the food matters,
especially for people who tend to live or do things alone or only with a few other people.

2. Second-hand furniture

Fig. 7 Organic Supply’s interior decoration
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Fig. 8 Organic Supply’s entrance area

Organic Supply owners decided to use recycled wood and second-hand furniture to decorate
the café (Organic Supply). This decision highlights the so-called circular economy ethos that
benefits the environment by using as much existing materials as possible before consuming
natural material (The European Commission). According to Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit,
this circular economy can be applied to plastic waste management (19). They explain:
The circular economy approach promotes the optimal use of resources, via the re-use,
repair, refurbishing, remanufacturing and recycling of materials and products.
Collaboration among all stakeholders is a key function to promote the circular
economy of plastic waste management. (19)

In this case, I think Organic Supply has made strenuous efforts to source recycled wood and
second-hand furniture for the café’s decoration because it represents Organic Supply’s
identity as an environmentally friendly and health-conscious establishment. Furthermore, the
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decoration looks clean and tidy like any other everyday cafés. Using recycled wood and
second-hand furniture may result in a shabby-looking cafés if it is not done in good taste.
Again, the ways in which second-hand and recycled materials are used in the decoration very
much depend on cultural capital and taste. The four co-owners may have decided to hire an
interior designer. Nevertheless, their cultural capital led them to make good decisions
regarding the decoration. Although the decoration and interior design of the cafés is not as
flamboyant as that of other caféss in Bangkok, Organic Supply nevertheless possesses its
own kind of aesthetic, one that truly expresses its identity.

3. Nakniwat Yard Sale
As mentioned in Chapter Two, Organic Supply encourages people to buy second-hand items
at its Nakniwat Yard Sale. This event follows the main principle of circular economy by
making use of things that already exist (The European Commission). Thus, yard sales, such
as this one, reduce waste by preventing things from being discarded. Many second-hand
items that are sold in this yard sale show that Organic Supply knows its target group. At this
yard sale, there are items, such as vinyl records and vintage cameras, which are especially
appealing to the new petite bourgeoisie (Scott 63). The most unique quality about this yard
sale is that most of the items have been “curated” for the new petite bourgeoisie by Organic
Supply.

4. Shopping Bag Drop Area
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Fig. 9 Organic Supply’s shopping bag drop area

Organic Supply invites its customers to drop paper bags that they do not use at its clean and
organized shopping bag drop area near the counter so that other customers can re-use them
(Organic Supply). This initiative is quite unique because not many establishments in
Bangkok do this. One notable point about this shopping bag drop area is that the sign is in
English (Organic Supply). It shows that most of Organic Supply’s customers are educated
Thai people, reiterating the previous chapter’s findings about Organic Supply’s customers
being the new petite bourgeoisie.

5. A T-shirt Dye Event
Following the death of King Bhumibol Adulyadej in 2016, Thai citizens wore black during
the mourning period. Organic Supply hosted a workshop in which people could bring their
own T-shirts to dye, using a natural black dye (Organic Supply). This event again,
encouraged people to make use of what they already own, which prevents goods from
becoming waste.

Using Instagram as a Communication Tool
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Organic Supply sometimes posts content about how it supports environmental causes on
Instagram. One of the most notable posts were the Earth Day posts on 22-24 April 2018, in
which Organic Supply informed its customers of the following: “Our cups are fully
degradable”, “Our straws are fully degradable”, “Our furniture came from recycled wood and
second-hand furniture” (Organic Supply). Organic Supply also shared an infographic about
10 easy ways to reduce waste (Organic Supply). Another notable post was the one posted on
14 August 2018, in which Organic Supply announced, “since Organic Supply opened in
August 2015 our customers have saved an estimated 54,750 plastic bags from landfills by
bringing their own shopping bags and taking note of our no-plastic bags campaign. Thank
you for your cooperation” and posted images of its customers with their own shopping bags
(Organic Supply). This kind of post further solidifies Organic Supply’s identity as an
environmentally friendly establishment because it creates meaningful engagement with its
followers and customers. It also creates a sense of community because the customers were
also featured on Organic Supply’s Instagram (Organic Supply).

Less Plastic, More Vegetables: The Cultural Aspects

There are two main cultural aspects to reducing plastic waste and following a vegan diet.
First of all, the determination to reduce plastic waste has led to efforts to design more
sustainable and biodegradable packaging. In the food and beverage sector, packaging is
essential. Not only does the packaging keep our food clean and safe to eat, it also tells us
what is inside. In some cases, the aesthetic of the packaging also attracts us. Apart from
trying to improve the packaging design to be more environmentally friendly, some
establishments have tried to eliminate using food packaging altogether. There are many “bulk
stores” or zero-waste grocery shops that are similar to regular grocery shops but without any
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plastic packaging or any form of packaging, especially for the purpose of reducing single-use
plastic waste. “Bulk stores” are shops where dry goods, such as rice, grains and quinoa, are
put into large bins or dispensers. At this type of shop, people can make their purchases by
bringing their own containers. Organic Supply has its own small section of bulk food
dispensers. The aesthetics of “zero-waste grocery shopping” is a part of the sustainable
lifestyle that became evident on Instagram, with 38,175 posts using the hashtag
“zerowasteshopping” and 2,939 posts using the hashtag “zerowastegroceries” (Instagram). A
similar phenomenon is also evident on Youtube. Several Youtubers post videos with phrases
such as “zero waste grocery” or “zero waste haul” in their titles (Youtube). Thus, the
aesthetics of the sustainable lifestyle are well represented on social media.
Second, veganism has recently become more prevalent. Vegan restaurants are
becoming more common even in Bangkok, as I mentioned in Chapter Two (Wongnai). The
matter of its aesthetic taste and trends is also evident on social media. There are several
influencers and bloggers who only share content about vegan food online. On Instagram,
there are extremely popular hashtags, such as “plant-based” or “vegan”, accompanying
attractive images of vegan food. According to Instagram, there are 22,954,411 posts using the
hashtag “plant-based” and 81,381,115 posts using the hashtag “vegan” (Instagram).
However, it is important to note that the hashtag “vegan” is not only limited to diet. The
orthorexic character of our current society mentioned in the previous chapter truly contributes
to the aesthetics of vegan food shown in images on Instagram because people like to express
themselves with images of their food (Calefato et al. 373-86). In my view, veganism has
thrived and become more common partly because of the texts and images posted on online
media. The aesthetics of images of vegan food contributes to, for instance, our appreciation
of how the food looks on one’s table or hand and to our imagination of how it might taste in
reality. It is possible that if the photograph can make vegan food look appetizing, the stigma
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around vegan food being bland will decrease. This is because we eat with our eyes first
(Delwiche 503). More importantly, the actual taste of the food matters. Nowadays, the vegan
food scene is particularly lively due to creative uses of vegan ingredients, such as meat
substitute, aquafaba and nutritional yeast and also due to professional chefs and home cooks’
unique talents.
Overall, the popularity of sustainable lifestyles and veganism is an engaging
phenomenon that deals with the self-expression of taste and identity, as discussed in Chapter
Two. This phenomenon also deals with activism for environmental causes, which is a
passionate motivation for many. It is another reason why people are engaged in these topics
and are eager to express themselves on social media. The collective aesthetics of the
sustainable lifestyle and vegan food play a role in Organic Supply’s waste reduction
initiatives because it encourages Organic Supply to make its waste reduction initiatives look
“fashionable” or “attractive” both in real life and on Instagram. Because people care about
expressing their lifestyle and what they eat on Instagram, establishments such as Organic
Supply tend to be more motivated to make everything look aesthetically pleasing.

The Visual Aesthetic of Organic Supply’s Waste Reduction Initiatives

This section explores how Organic Supply stylizes a sustainable lifestyle through images
using the same method as in the previous chapter. As mentioned in the introduction to this
thesis, I selected 55 images from Organic Supply’s Instagram account that demonstrate waste
reduction initiatives, including vegan food and drinks. These 55 images will be labelled as
Group Two and will act as objects of research for my analysis. I will be exploring the use of
location, depth of field, lighting, camera distance, main subjects and settings and props. The
components in the selected images will demonstrate the kind of aesthetic that Organic Supply
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wants to present and will identify the products and initiatives that Organic Supply promotes
the most. I want to emphasise this part because in my opinion, aesthetics and stylizing are
two of the most unique qualities of third-wave craft-based manufacturing. The images and
tables demonstrating the analysis may be found in the appendices. The following are tables
that summarize the number of keywords in each category. In the next part of this chapter, I
will interpret the results using semiotics as a framework.

Table 7 Locations in which the images in Group Two were shot
COUNTA of COUNTA of
Location
Location

Location

0

0.00%

Indoor

47

85.45%

Outdoor

8

14.55%

Grand Total

55

100.00%

Table 8 Depth of field in which the images in Group Two were shot
COUNTA of COUNTA of
Depth of field Depth of field

Depth of field

0

0.00%

Deep

22

40.00%

Medium

18

32.73%

Shallow

15

27.27%

Grand Total

55

100.00%

Table 9 Lighting in which the images in Group Two were shot

Lighting
Artificial

COUNTA of COUNTA of
Lighting
Lighting
0

0.00%

2

3.64%
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Natural

53

96.36%

Grand Total 55

100.00%

Table 10 Camera distances in which the images in Group Two were shot

Camera distance

COUNTA of COUNTA of
Camera
Camera
distance
distance
0

0.00%

Close-up shot

36

65.45%

Extreme close-up shot

6

10.91%

Long shot

1

1.82%

Medium close-up shot

4

7.27%

Medium shot

8

14.55%

Grand Total

55

100.00%

Table 11 Main subjects of the images in Group Two

Main Subject

COUNTA of COUNTA of
Main Subject Main Subject
0

0.00%

Aluminum tray

1

0.70%

Bamboo toothbrush

4

2.82%

Basket

1

0.70%

Beeswax wrap

2

1.41%

Bioplastic cup

2

1.41%

Bioplastic straw

2

1.41%

Blueberry

1

0.70%

Canvas bag

1

0.70%

Ceramic mug

1

0.70%

Cherry

1

0.70%

Coconut

1

0.70%

Coconut flakes

1

0.70%

Digital scale

1

0.70%
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Dried fruit

1

0.70%

Female

7

4.93%

Flax seeds

2

1.41%

Glass jar

3

2.11%

Goji berries

1

0.70%

Hands

2

1.41%

Lunchbox

1

0.70%

Male

6

4.23%

Mature

2

1.41%

Mint

2

1.41%

Net bag

10

7.04%

Nuts

2

1.41%

Oatmeal

1

0.70%

Organic Supply canvas bag

4

2.82%

Paper bag

2

1.41%

Passionfruit

1

0.70%

Plastic bag

1

0.70%

Pomegranate

1

0.70%

Pomegranate

2

1.41%

Pumpkin

1

0.70%

Raspberry sauce

2

1.41%

Reusable bag

7

4.93%

Reusable produce bag

6

4.23%

Reusable straw

8

5.63%

Reusable straw set

1

0.70%

Reusable to-go cup

3

2.11%

Rosemary

2

1.41%

Second hand furniture

1

0.70%

Seeds

1

0.70%

Sesame seeds

3

2.11%

Shopping bag drop basket

1

0.70%

Shredded coconut

1

0.70%

Small vegan flag

2

1.41%
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Smoothie

7

4.93%

Spirulina cream

2

1.41%

Straw cleaner

3

2.11%

Strawberry

1

0.70%

Tiffin box

2

1.41%

Utensil set

5

3.52%

Vegan bread

4

2.82%

Vegan cake

1

0.70%

Vegan cookies

1

0.70%

Vegan cup cake

1

0.70%

Vegan tart

2

1.41%

Walnuts

1

0.70%

Wooden furniture

1

0.70%

Wooden spoon

1

0.70%

Young

1

0.70%

Grand Total

142

100.00%

Table 12 Setting and props of the images in Group Two

Setting and props

COUNTA of COUNTA of
Setting
and Setting
and
props
props
0

0.00%

Baking rack

1

0.72%

Baking tray

2

1.45%

Book

5

3.62%

Bread

1

0.72%

Bread knife

1

0.72%

Camera

1

0.72%

Ceramic dish

1

0.72%

Dried flower

1

0.72%

Dried flowers

1

0.72%

Dried leaves

1

0.72%

Dry food dispenser

1

0.72%
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Forks

1

0.72%

Fruit

3

2.17%

Fruit preserves

1

0.72%

Glass jar

1

0.72%

Green leaves

24

17.39%

Hands

3

2.17%

Kettle

1

0.72%

Kitchen utensils

1

0.72%

Leather bag

1

0.72%

Miniature Christmas tree

1

0.72%

Miscellaneous items

1

0.72%

Organic Supply apron

1

0.72%

Organic Supply canvas bag 1

0.72%

Organic Supply interior

8

5.80%

Organic Supply paper bag

1

0.72%

Packaged food

3

2.17%

Pine cones

8

5.80%

Rock

3

2.17%

Sunglasses

2

1.45%

Toys

1

0.72%

Twig

2

1.45%

Vase

7

5.07%

Vegetable

4

2.90%

White mosaic tiles

10

7.25%

White tiles

2

1.45%

Wooden chair

2

1.45%

Wooden coaster

5

3.62%

Wooden cutting board

1

0.72%

Wooden table top

16

11.59%

Wooden tray

6

4.35%

Wrist watch

1

0.72%

Grand Total

138

100.00%
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Interpretation of the Results: Images of Waste Reduction Initiatives

After analysing the images, I found that most of the images had been shot indoors. The
keyword “indoor” has 47 counts while “outdoor” has only eight. Even though most of the
images were shot indoors in natural light, they still look bright and lively. There are only a
few images shot indoors that look darker than others. There are 53 images that were shot in
natural light and two that were shot in artificial light. Natural light gives the images a slightly
warmer tone compared to the ones that were shot in artificial light. I have noticed that the
interior of Organic Supply has plenty of natural light because of its large windows. As a
result, the photographer can still make use of adequate natural light when taking photographs
indoors. Organic Supply applies all the levels of depth of field, with 22 images having a deep
depth of field, 18 images having a medium depth of field and 15 images having a shallow
depth of field. The use of this depth of field in Organic Supply’s Instagram images shows that
the photographer knows how to take aesthetically pleasing photographs. While this statement
might sound obvious, not all cafés “craft” images on Instagram to this extent. Some of the
images have an interesting play with the depth of field, using, for example, a blurred
foreground. This reveals that the photographer has cultural capital and skills and that he or
she knows how to apply photographic techniques appropriately. However, I believe that more
than one person is responsible for Organic Supply’s Instagram images because some of the
images have a signature style that seems different from others and because Organic Supply’s
Instagram account is probably a shared responsibility among the staff.
The most applied camera distance is a close-up shot, which is applied in 36 images.
This is the case because it is an appropriate shot for products and food. Close-up shots allow
us to see the details of the products and food while still perceiving their overall appearance.
For example, we can see the form of the net shopping bag while still being close enough to be
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able to see and briefly identify the material. For food, close-up shots allow us to see the
overall look of the dish and identify the dish quickly. Close-up shots show food in a range
that is close enough for us to be able to identify the ingredients that are used as decorations. It
is a type of shot that showcases the appetizing appearance of food more than other types of
shot that are further away, such as medium or long shot. The use of extreme close-up shots in
Organic Supply’s images is also notable. Of all the images, there are six that use extreme
close-up shots. This kind of shot allows us to be able to see the texture of the subject more
clearly. For example, Organic Supply may be trying to show us the texture of its reusable
produce bags so that we can make sense of this relatively new and unfamiliar product. For
food, extreme close-up shots can make vegan chocolate cake looks more appetizing because
we can see the vivid colors of the fruit on top of the cake and the glossiness of the vegan
chocolate cream.

Fig. 10 An extreme close-up shot of Organic Supply’s net shopping bag
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Fig. 11 An extreme close-up shot of Organic Supply’s vegan chocolate cake

In my opinion, extreme close-up shots can also make an image stand out from other images,
especially when viewed as grids on Organic Supply’s Instagram page. As a result, this type of
shot can truly make an image stand out, if used appropriately. Location, lighting, depth of
field and camera distance create an overall bright and clean mood and tone for the images,
and yet a few of them look slightly darker than others. In general, the bright and clean mood
and tone is suitable for Organic Supply’s environmentally friendly concept.
Concerning the main subjects, the keyword with the most counts is net bag, leading
the rest with ten counts. This result implies that Organic Supply has been trying to promote
this product the most, as one of its waste reduction initiatives. In my view, switching to
reusable bags, like these net bags, is one of the easiest and most impactful changes that Thai
people can make because they consume a lot of plastic bags for grocery shopping (Wichaiutcha and Chavalparit 13). Moreover, net shopping bags have their own aesthetic that in fact
resulted in 45,429 posts on Instagram with the hashtag “netbag” (Instagram). This type of bag
signifies naturalness and casualness due to its white or light beige color, its material and
unstructured form. These net shopping bags can be made from natural or synthetic materials.
In my view, net bags that are made of synthetic materials would still look natural if they were
off-white or beige, because this resembles natural materials. Another notable point is that
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these net bags have recently become fashionable. Many fast fashion brands have started to
sell them as fashion items at various price levels (H&M; Anthropology).

Fig. 129 Anthropologie’s net bag

Fig. 1310 H&M’s net bag

According to the trickle-down theory inspired by Georg Simmel, which explains how trends
travel and are made available to all (McNeil 69), this net bag trend may have trickled down
from fashion influencers, making it more common and available in fast fashion shops.
Although I believe that Organic Supply’s main intention is not to sell net bags as fashionable
9

All screenshots by the author; Anthropology (2019)
All screenshots by the author; H&M (2019)

10
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products, it is undeniable that there is a certain fashion aesthetic to them and that this fashion
trend markedly affects the stylisation of the sustainable lifestyle. If people think these bags
are fashionable, they are more likely to use them. Moreover, Organic Supply stylizes them by
putting colorful fresh fruit and vegetables inside to make it look wholesome. In another
image of net bags, Organic Supply stylizes them with miscellaneous everyday items, such as
skincare products to make the bags look more versatile and to show that these bags can be
used for multi-purposes, and not only for grocery shopping.
Other keywords in the “main subject” category that have high counts are “reusable
straw”, “reusable bag” and “reusable produce bag”, which have eight, seven and six counts
respectively. Reusing seems to be the initiative that Organic Supply was promoting the most
during March 2018-April 2019. Reusable straws are another product that has only recently
become more common in Thailand. Organic Supply was one of the first shops to promote and
sell them. In one image, it stylizes these reusable straws by putting them in ceramic mugs and
in another image by arranging orange and green glass straws in such a way that the light
shines through the transparency of the glass, which makes these straws look shiny and
appealing.

Fig. 14 Organic Supply’s reusable straws arranged in ceramic mugs
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Fig. 15 Organic Supply’s reusable glass straws arranged in small glass jars

Regarding people in the images, the keywords “female” and “male” have almost the same
number of counts. Female has seven counts and male has six counts. It seems that Organic
Supply does not target any specific gender, even though we might make assumptions based
on stereotypes that women care more about eating healthily than men do. The keyword
“mature” and “young” have two counts and one count respectively. Even though the numbers
are not high, it is notable that there are also old people and children in Organic Supply’s
Instagram images. This signifies inclusivity of all ages and not only young adults from the
“new petite bourgeoisie”.
Considering food, vegan bakery had 11 counts overall and smoothie had seven
counts. Organic Supply may feel the need to post more images of vegan bakery than of
smoothies because vegan bakery needs to be introduced more to Bangkokians than smoothies
that are already comparatively well-known. Organic Supply stylizes and decorates its vegan
baking selection to make it look appetizing not only because it is one of the ways to promote
its food but also because it can change outdated preconceptions among Thai people that
vegan food tastes bland and looks unappetizing. Organic Supply makes its vegan baked
goods look colorful and lively by decorating it with fresh fruit and herbs. On the other hand,
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despite smoothies already being very common in Thailand, the taste and appearance of them
should still be excellent in order to attract customers. As a result, Organic Supply’s smoothies
are showcased in clear glasses and clear bioplastic cups. They are also often adorned with
small pieces of fruits, herbs, nuts and seeds. These ingredients signify the fresh
wholesomeness of natural ingredients. Fruits such as fresh cherries and blueberries are
expensive in Thailand and so when Organic Supply uses them to decorate its vegan cakes, it
is as if to add a touch of luxury to the food. This demonstrates that Organic Supply is quite
bourgeois. Furthermore, the camera distances, the depths of field and the lighting mentioned
above truly compliment and showcase the styled food.
In the setting and prop category, “green leaves” have the most count followed by
“wooden table top”. If we count any wooden objects, there are 30 counts. Other mentionable
keywords are “white mosaic tiles”, “Organic Supply interior”, “pine cones”, “hands”, “fruit”
and “vegetable”. The most counted keywords in this chapter are quite similar to the ones in
Chapter Two. Green leaves and wooden material signify the basic forms of nature that we are
all familiar with. Green leaves signify freshness and vitality, while wooden material signifies
a more stable and down-to-earth nature. These two elements add a feeling of coziness and of
the calmness of nature to the main objects and to the images. As for fruit and vegetables, they
both signify nature, abundance and wholesomeness because they are products of nature,
which nourishes living things. Hands are also featured as props in the images in Group Two.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, hands signify human touch and life. The presence of
hands adds human involvement to the main subject. For example, in an image of Organic
Supply’s vegan pumpkin bread, we can see a hand moving towards the bread in a setting that
looks like a kitchen. This hand can make us feel that the bread is truly homemade and
authentic.
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Fig. 16 A hand interpreted as a prop in an image of Organic Supply’s vegan pumpkin bread

White mosaic tiles signify cleanliness and order, due to their stark white color and their grid
form. They add a crisp and clean visual component to the image and add a similar fresh and
clean feeling to the main subjects. Last but not least, there are some keywords, such as
“camera”, “book” and “wrist watch”, which are all everyday lifestyle objects. Even though
they do not have many counts, these objects show the lifestyle of the new petite bourgeoisie.
The camera, in this case a vintage camera, signifies a creative hobby or profession. The book
signifies intellect while the watch signifies modern sophistication. In my opinion, the
connotation of these three objects resonates with the new petite bourgeoisie.
Location, lighting, camera distance, depth of field, setting and props come together to
construct the mood and tone of Organic Supply’s Instagram images, which I would like to
sum up as natural, wholesome, organized and “hip”. These qualities also describe the ways in
which Organic Supply subtly stylizes its food, drinks and products in its Instagram images.
While some may think natural-themed caféss could be stylized in a more loose, chaotic, wild
and carefree aesthetic, Organic Supply interprets “natural” in a clean and organized manner.
To me, this aesthetic suits the already busy and chaotic city life in Bangkok. The main
subjects of the images show the products and initiatives that Organic Supply promotes the
most, namely, vegan food and drinks, net bags and reusable straws.
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Last but not least, this analysis raises yet another notable point about the sustainable
lifestyle and veganism. I am wondering if Organic Supply makes the lifestyle appealing only
to the new petite bourgeoisie in Bangkok whereas it should really be for everybody. There
are things and aesthetics that only appeal to this group because cultural capital is needed to
truly appreciate Organic Supply’s creativity. This point can be illustrated by, for example, the
vinyl records at the Nakniwat Yard Sale mentioned in the previous chapter. However, some
aesthetics can be appreciated by all, such as, for example, the net bags that are currently on
trend and are being sold by fast fashion brands. I think the way Organic Supply appeals
particularly to the new petite bourgeoisie in Bangkok shows how a business has a specific
target group. To me, Organic Supply’s products, menu and aesthetic as a cafés have been
crafted specifically for the new petite bourgeoisie but are still cleverly neutral enough to
appeal to others. Cultural capital is important in appreciating “new and trendy” food and
drinks, which is why I would contend that the new petite bourgeoisie is the most perfect
target group for Organic Supply. There should be more establishments in the food and
beverage sector in Bangkok that democratize sustainable living and eating. In other words,
there should be more establishments that are similar to Organic Supply but that appeal to
different target groups.

Conclusion

This chapter has identified some of the ways in which the food and beverage sector in
Bangkok creates waste, most of which is single-use plastic waste, such as beverage cups,
utensils, straws and plastic bags (Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit). In the much bigger picture,
animal agriculture is one of the parts of the food and beverage sector that wastes more water
than plant agriculture (Hoekstra 8). These are the reasons why many restaurants and café
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owners are motivated to incorporate environmental sustainability into their businesses. For
these reasons, reducing waste and introducing vegan food to Bangkokians are among
Organic Supply’s goals.
Organic Supply has implemented several waste reduction initiatives, the most notable
initiatives being launching several reusable products as alternatives to single-use plastic ones,
including introducing vegan baking and drinks. Some of the reusable products, such as
reusable straws and produce bags, are quite new to Thai people. Similarly, vegan menus need
to be introduced because some of the ingredients are less common and so unfamiliar to Thai
people’s taste. At Organic Supply, there are smoothies and vegan baking with common flavor
combinations for the less adventurous eaters and more uncommon flavor combinations for
more intrepid eaters. In short, Organic Supply introduces unfamiliar reusable products and
vegan food on Instagram and in-store so that its waste reduction initiatives are known and
appreciated by its customers and Instagram followers.
Organic Supply applies creativity to its vegan recipes in order to make them more
palatable for Thai people’s taste. In order for people to appreciate Organic Supply’s vegan
baking at a deeper level, they must have cultural capital because Organic Supply’s vegan
baking may contain ingredients that are uncommon for people who are not food enthusiasts
or may not be acceptable for unadventurous eaters. If Organic Supply succeeds in making
vegan baking more popular among Thai people, we may see more Thais becoming vegans.
As a result, Thai people can then contribute to reducing waste water, according to Hoekstra’s
research. It is quite clear that making appetizing vegan food for people is among vegan
restaurant and café owners’ top goals, and this is especially the case if they are craft-based
manufacturers who focus on idealistic and ethical goals.
The image analysis revealed that most of the images were shot indoors using close-up
shots in natural light. The images’ depth of field varied from shallow to deep. The main
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subjects that were most mentioned among waste reduction initiatives were vegan food and
net bags. Organic Supply also decorated the main subjects and the images with settings and
props. The most used settings and props were green leaves and wooden material, which were
also the ones most used for the images that showed local embeddedness, as presented in
Chapter Two. Green leaves and wooden material both signify basic natural materials that we
can recognize. The location, lighting, depth of field, camera distance, main subjects, settings
and props contributed to the overall aesthetics of Organic Supply’s images, which I have
defined as natural, wholesome, organized and “hip”. In my view, this kind of aesthetic is
specifically appealing to the new petite bourgeoisie, yet neutral enough for others not to be
put off by it. However, the “hipness” of Organic Supply’s Instagram images may create a
stereotypical image of what a sustainable lifestyle should look like. As a result, it might
intimidate some people or create a false standard that some people may feel pressured to
follow. In fact, a sustainable lifestyle does not have to look “hip” or cost a lot of money; it is
accessible to anyone if they make use of what they already have. Nevertheless, stylizing by
craft-based manufacturers has its own rightful place and attracts its own target group. In
conclusion, this chapter has shown that Organic Supply promotes reusable products, vegan
food and other miscellaneous waste reduction initiatives in a subtly structured way that
expresses naturalness, wholesomeness and hipness.
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Conclusion

In this final chapter of my thesis, I will briefly summarize the content of the previous
chapters and also swiftly review the answers to the sub-questions, thereby leading to a clear
answer to the central research question: How does the craft-based manufacturer Organic
Supply implement waste reduction initiatives and demonstrate its local embeddedness in the
food and beverage sector in Bangkok? This answer will be given after the summary and the
answers to sub-questions. The overall strengths and weaknesses of my own research will also
be discussed. This will include my own retrospective thoughts on the case study itself, the
research method and the theoretical framework, having now gone through the process of
doing the research and writing the thesis. The purpose of this discussion is to evaluate myself
as a researcher and a scholar. I will then discuss my contribution to the field of creative
industries. Finally, as my thesis involved quite a few sub-topics, this will allow me to make
useful and productive suggestions for further researches within the field of creative
industries. These recommendations will be given at the end of this chapter.

Summaries of the Previous Chapters and Answers to Sub-Questions

Chapter One: Organic Supply as a Craft-Based Manufacturer
In Chapter One, I explained the definition and the characteristics of craft-based
manufacturing. Craft has in fact turned out to be an empowering and meaningful movement
that had its roots in a traditional mode of production (Miller 1). Even though craft has
evolved throughout its three distinct phases, the contemporary third-wave of the craft
movement still maintains the resistance to mass production and capitalism; this is very much
the legacy of craft’s first wave (Miller 2). The third wave of craft, however, is an inspiring
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phenomenon in its own right with distinctive characteristics, such as aesthetics and
stylisation, digitalisation, an idealistic view, an appreciation for one’s own labor, authenticity
and geographical clusters. These characteristics helped me to identify Organic Supply as a
bona fide craft-based manufacturer and to be aware that Organic Supply’s waste reduction
initiatives and its own local embeddedness had their origins in craft. In this respect I came to
realize the full extent to which Organic Supply had been influenced by the craft movement
and how dedicated they were in following its precepts. I also discussed with Organic
Supply’s co-owners Bourdieu’s notion of capitals and the new petite bourgeoisie. The four
co-owners are good examples of credentialed upper-middle to upper-class young adults who
apply cultural capital to their business and are thus very much putting Bourdieu’s notion into
action. Organic Supply’s identity and obvious success seem to substantiate Bourdieu’s
notion. Consequently, waste reduction initiatives and local embeddedness are now
represented in the new petite bourgeoisie aesthetics.
The workshop model was another essential and unique part of the craft movement that
inspired me to ask the following sub-question: How does the craft-based manufacturing
model characterize the work environment of Organic Supply as an organization of creative
workers? I found that the relaxed structure of a small craft-based manufacturer, such as
Organic Supply, can both reinforce and obstruct the quantity and quality of its waste
reduction initiatives, its vegan menu, and even products and services that involve local
embeddedness. The number of people working in the organization also matters because, for
example, decisions may be made faster if there is only one person working alone as the
“artist” (Hesmondhalgh 78). However, in such a situation there would be no external
motivation or constructive pressure from other team members. The four co-owners and the
staff members of Organic Supply gain considerable advantages from the workshop model
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and from their rather loose organization structure, which results in Organic Supply’s
productive and creative work outcomes.

Chapter Two: Organic Supply and Its Local Embeddedness in Bangkok
In Chapter Two, I explored the current restaurant and café trends in the food and
beverage sector in Bangkok. I found that the organic food trend and the proliferation of cafés
in Bangkok suggest that Organic Supply is likely to thrive in this sector. Moreover, vegan
and vegetarian restaurants, including restaurants that focus on sustainable practices, are
becoming more common in Bangkok (Wongnai). Thus, this also shows that Thai people are
likely to be open to trying vegan bakery products and beverages at Organic Supply and that
sustainability is very much on the radar of restaurant owners. Furthermore, I also believe that
sustainable restaurants that serve traditional Thai cuisine will have a chance to receive
government support because traditional Thai cuisine is now included in the Thai
government’s creative economy policies (NESDB). As we can see, Organic Supply is likely
to secure a good place in the sector, allowing it to continue doing initiatives while at the same
time demonstrating local embeddedness. Moreover, should Organic Supply ever start to
incorporate traditional Thai cuisine into its food and beverages on offer, it might even receive
support from the government.
In this chapter, I answered the sub-question: How is Organic Supply embedded in the
local food and beverage sector in Bangkok? The answer to this question is in the notion of
local embeddedness. Within the context of craft-based manufacturing, local embeddedness
involves several aspects, such as a sense of community, place-specific imagery, traditional
local wisdom and guilds. These aspects together support the local economy and also reinforce
the craft movement. The strength of the craft movement will allow Organic Supply to carry
out waste reduction initiatives and demonstrate its local embeddedness in a sustainable way –
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in other words, for a long time. Organic Supply has some of the qualities identified as being
typical of local embeddedness. In my opinion, the most outstanding ones are its collaboration
with other local craft-based manufacturers, including its promotion of their products, and its
determination to build a sense of community. However, place-specific imagery and
traditional local wisdom are not yet evident in Organic Supply’s presentation of its own food
and beverages.
Another important part of this chapter was the visual analysis of Organic Supply’s
Instagram images that present the local embeddedness qualities mentioned above. The results
show that Organic Supply is determined to build a sense of community through the visual
representation of people, both customers and staff, and a welcoming atmosphere that appeals
to the new petite bourgeoisie. There are many visual elements in the images in Group One
and there are also several visual representations in the English language, both of which
appeal to this group of people. Organic Supply mostly shoots images using natural lighting
and uses the visual elements of natural items in order to convey the authenticity of their local
products. In short, Organic Supply tries to establish a community that supports microenterprises and local craft production by hosting events, such as the Nakniwat Yard Sale, and
by posting images with the above-mentioned visual elements on Instagram. The visual
elements in the Group Two images from Organic Supply’s Instagram account convey the
identity of the establishment and attract people who identify themselves with this type of
visual aesthetic.

Chapter 3: Organic Supply’s Waste Reduction Initiatives
In Chapter Three, I indicated that the food and beverage sector in Bangkok consumes
a large amount of single-use plastic, such as cups, straws, plastic bags and utensils,
exacerbating waste problems in Thailand (Wichai-utcha and Chavalparit 11-3). I also showed
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that a vegan diet can be considered a way to reduce waste water (Hoekstra 3). As a result, I
consider Organic Supply’s vegan menu to be one of its waste reduction initiatives. In my
view, Organic Supply’s waste reduction initiatives can indeed contribute to lessening these
two problems, however trivial they may seem. Among Organic Supply’s various waste
reduction initiatives, the most notable ones were introducing more vegan baked goods and
drinks to Thai people as well as launching several reusable products as alternatives to the
single-use plastic products mentioned above.
Organic Supply tries to make its vegan baking and drinks enjoyable for Thai people.
Organic Supply is currently playing only a small role in reducing waste water in animal
agriculture but this could be increased considerably if more Thai people chose vegan bakery
over regular ones or if they became vegans. Creating tasty vegan baked goods and drinks is
one of Organic Supply’s goals as a craft-based manufacturer with an idealistic view of its role
in society.

Answering the Research Question

Organic Supply implements waste reduction initiatives and demonstrates local embeddedness
by building a sense of community, introducing and reinforcing a sustainable health-conscious
lifestyle and by stylizing them. I find that the three actions are all connected to one another
and are driven by the characteristics of craft-based manufacturing. My analysis also clearly
indicates that these three main actions benefit from Organic Supply’s deliberately loose
organization structure and from the workshop model.
Organic Supply uses Instagram as a communication platform to show and inform its
customers and followers of all three main actions. Posting images on Instagram, especially
appealing images of food, attracts like-minded people to look at them and/or to come to the
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café. This phenomenon is largely due to orthorexia in our current society (Calefato et al.
372). There are people who want to express themselves through food and people who only
want to look at images of food with certain visual representations because they feel as if they
can identify themselves with them. This phenomenon demonstrates that there are many
reasons for Organic Supply to make its promotional images of food and other products look
aesthetically pleasing on social media. People are more likely to be more invested in
producing and looking at these images due to their own connection to self-expression and
identity. Now that I have established how Instagram plays a role in Organic Supply’s waste
reduction initiatives and local embeddedness, I will elaborate on the three above-mentioned
actions, namely, building a sense of community, introducing and reinforcing a sustainable
and health-conscious lifestyle, and stylizing waste reduction initiatives and local
embeddedness.

Building a Sense of Community
Organic Supply implements its waste reduction initiatives and demonstrates its local
embeddedness in a social way. This characteristic is evident in the group-forming among
local craft-based manufacturers and at Organic Supply’s events. Organic Supply brings
people, vegan food and sustainable products together in its café, at events and on an online
platform, such as Instagram. It especially attracts like-minded people with a similar level of
cultural capital and belonging to the new petite bourgeoisie.

Introducing and Reinforcing a Sustainable and Health-Conscious Lifestyle
A sustainable and health-conscious lifestyle encompasses Organic Supply’s waste
reduction initiatives and local embeddedness. This lifestyle is new to many Thai people,
although many other Thais already practice it. Organic Supply is one of the Thai
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establishments that has introduced and reinforced a sustainable and health-conscious lifestyle
both on Instagram and in its own café. Organic Supply has reduced waste itself and wants to
help people do so too. It uses local products and also encourages people to do the same.
People are informed of Organic Supply’s initiatives and products on its Instagram account. If
they come to the café, they can actually try using some of the products, such as reusable
straws. Organic Supply has also introduced vegan bakery to people who have never tried it
before and has provided it for vegans or people who are already familiar with it. The
creativity and symbolic values of food creation are shown through Organic Supply’s vegan
bakery and drinks, which in a way is just as important as other initiatives.

Stylizing Waste Reduction Initiatives and Local Embeddedness
Aesthetic is a prominent part of Organic Supply, which shows its aesthetic by
stylizing things at the café and by posting stylized images on Instagram. On Instagram, it
posts beautifully shot images incorporating professional photography skills and props. At the
café, it maintains good interior decoration, uses utensils from Thai craft brands and styles its
food and drinks (Organic Supply). Everything is done within the particular aesthetic that I
have summed up as natural, wholesome, organized and hip. Organic Supply sells a lifestyle
aesthetic. It stylizes waste reduction initiatives and local embeddedness and incorporates the
two things as a part of a sustainable lifestyle.
However, the overall aesthetic of Organic Supply might only be appealing to the new
petite bourgeoisie and to people with a certain level of cultural capital. Class and taste play a
role here because Organic Supply’s four co-owners are members of the new petite
bourgeoisie and run their business with a certain aesthetic in mind. As a result, Organic
Supply attracts customers who also appreciate this aesthetic. Organic Supply’s stylization of
its waste reduction initiatives and local embeddedness can create a “fixed” aesthetic or an
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expectation of what a sustainable lifestyle - as an umbrella term covering waste reduction
initiatives and local embeddedness - should look like, when it does not have to look “hip” or
fashionable. Such a sustainable lifestyle should be for everybody. This is not to say that
Organic Supply should stop doing things the way they are now doing. Instead I am proposing
that other establishments should not only also consider reducing waste and practicing local
embeddedness but should also target other groups that appreciate different aesthetics. In spite
of this, there is a rightful place for stylizing practice in craft-based manufacturing because
doing so will attract its target group.

The Overall Strengths and Pitfalls of this Thesis: Case study, Method and Theoretical
Framework

The strength of Organic Supply as a case study is that it engages with environmental
sustainability in a way that caught my attention, namely, through food and visual
communication on Instagram. Furthermore, its operation as a café is complex because it is
also a shop. Thus, Organic Supply made an interesting and complex case study for an MA
thesis. However, the fact that it is both a café and a shop did not make this research a singleminded one, focusing on only one area. For example, I could have selected another
sustainable restaurant as a case study and only focused on the food instead of also discussing
reusable products.
As for the method, I think that discourse analysis was practical, effective and helpful
as a method. I personally did not experience any of its disadvantages. On the other hand, my
visual analysis method was quite unconventional and I considered it as being my own
experiment. I found the method to be helpful when analyzing multiple images with the
intention to discover the overall aesthetic of a particular series of images. The disadvantage
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of this method was that it lacked the descriptive elements found in traditional image analysis,
such as Bordwell et al.’s film analyses in Film Art (2016). Analyzing an image by writing
descriptive texts enables readers to understand the object of research more thoroughly and
vividly.
Regarding the theoretical framework, I found that Distinction helped to frame the
thesis in the areas of class and taste. Bourdieu’s notion of cultural capital helped to explain
why the co-owners of Organic Supply implemented waste reduction and showed local
embeddedness in the ways that they do. The notion of the new petite bourgeoisie, although
French, can be used in the context of Thai people in this thesis. This notion helped to label
the co-owners and to view them through a sociologist’s lens, thus making my analysis of
them and of Organic Supply more structured and better situated within the field. However, I
must admit that Bourdieu’s analysis of food in Distinction was not entirely relevant to my
thesis because the French contexts do not really apply to the Thai ones in this case. On the
other hand, Barthes’ “Rhetoric of the Image” was helpful to my interpretation of the image
analysis. Using Barthes’ work as a framework, I found that semiology truly explains how we
interpret promotional images and was applicable to the ones from Organic Supply.

An Evaluation of My Contribution to the Research Field

There are a few ways in which I have contributed to the research field. First of all, my thesis
contributed to the research area in which the creative industries and environmental
sustainability connect. It involved photography, social media, craft, creativity in food and
environmental sustainability, all situated in cultural studies using the above-mentioned
theoretical framework. The research question of this thesis was sparked by the simple
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thought: “What can the creative industries do to help the environment?”. Even though it
started as a very broad question, it was later refined to the one presented in this thesis.
Second, my thesis supports the existing argument, such as the one from Svejenova et
al., that food and beverages can be considered part of the creative industries because of their
symbolic values (Svejenova et al. 8). I support this argument because I have been inspired by
Svejenova et al.’s argument for haute cuisine chefs as artists in the creative industries. Since
food has become such a great part of our cultural life and identity, for example in the
orthorexic ways that Calefato et al. presented in their article, researchers in this field should
pay more attention to this subject (Calefato et al. 372).
Finally, I contributed to the research field by using an unusual method to perform a
visual analysis. I experimented with keywords, labeling and open coding and found that they
were suitable for analyzing multiple images and for obtaining an overview of a series of
images. Perhaps this method can already be carried out by artificial intelligence. Whether this
method is useless or not depends very much on the purpose of the research and the expected
outcome. In hindsight, I could have also selected only a few images that represented Organic
Supply’s aesthetics and used a more descriptive method but I wanted to take this opportunity
to experiment.

Suggestions for Further Researches on Similar Topics

First of all, other researchers in this field could continue to do researches on exactly the same
or very similar topics to mine and could start by asking further questions. For instance, they
could compare images from other organic or vegan cafés to the ones from Organic Supply to
see how their aesthetics resemble and/or differ from one another. They could also compare
how these different cafés or restaurants implement waste reduction and demonstrate local
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embeddedness. Moreover, they could focus on the consumers’ views by asking questions,
such as ‘Do images on Organic Supply’s Instagram account convince them to try practicing a
more sustainable lifestyle and, if so, how?’ Or they could also study consumers’ attitudes
towards Organic Supply’s aesthetics.
My other suggestion is to identify sub-topics that are embodied in my thesis and do
more researches on them. For example, other researchers could focus solely on the creative
aspects of food - similar to what Svejenova et al. have already done - and choose another
sustainable or vegan restaurant as a case study. This would help to highlight the significance
of this subject in the field of the creative industries. The representation of food in images is
another topic that really fascinates and intrigues me. Scholars in this field could, for instance,
study several aspects of the images of food that people post on their social media accounts.
For example, they could study the area in which images of food and people’s identity meet.
Case studies could include vegan Instagram accounts and what-I-eat-in-a-day videos on
Youtube etc. They could also study food content in the media, such as the many varieties of
cooking shows and the different forms of food journalism. It is fascinating to me how some
of us can be so obsessed with what other people eat and how some of us – myself included can be so entertained just by watching others review their food on camera. For these reasons,
I would also suggest further researches into topics relating to food in the media.
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